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. TI-I£ B'RJTISI-I SOCIETY OF RUSSIAN PI-I/LA T£LY 
OFFICER.$ FOR. 1958 
·-·-·· ·---···---.. ···· ··· -· ··--·····•··••--·-----·--··-------------

FRESIDENT Mr.I.L.G.Baillie. 

VICE P.RF.s!D.ENT Mr.C.C.Handford 

HON. SEX:Rm'ARY Mr.J.Barry, 
77a st.James' Road, Sutton, Surrey. 

HON. TREASURER Mr.W.H.H.Huddy, 
5 Dean Lane, Liskeard, Cornwall. 
(To whom all subscriptions and dues should 
be sent). 

HON. EXCHANGE PACKET SUPT. Mr.H.R.M.Chamberlain,. 
19 Bedford Square, Brighton, SUssex. 
(Mr.Chamberlain is always pleased to receive . 
suitably mounted and priced material. from 
members for inclusion in the monthly 
exchange packets, which circulate to U.K. 
members). 

HON. RESEARCH PACKET SUPT. Mr.C.W.Roberts, 
Shepton House, Shepton Beauchamp, 
Nr. llminster, Somerset. 
(Mr.Roberts is pleased to hear fran members 
requiring info1'111Stion concerning stamps ~r 
cancellations in their collections). 

HON. LIBRARIAN Mr.H.C.Raindle, 
40 Kf.ngsway, Ewell, Surrey. 
(To whom requests to borrow volumes from 
the Society's Library should be addressed). 

EDITOR OF THE JOURNAL Dr.A.H.Wortman, 
2d, Upsdell Avenue, London N.13. 
(All items or mas. for inclusion in the 
Journal should be addressed t& Dr.Wortman). 

ASSISTANT EDITOR Mr.W.E.C.Kethro, 
17 Edgecumbe Road, Redland, Bristol 6. 

REPRESENTATIVE IN THE u.s.A. Dr.G.B.Salisbury, 
49th. and Locust Streets, Philadelphia 39, 
Pa., U.S.A. 

IN ADDITION THERE .ARE THE FOLLOWING MEMBERS OF THE COMMITTEE: Messrs. J.Beken, 
B.St.G.Drennan, A.Prilutzski and J.Reynolda. 
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A •fil'!1;! e:x:Mlple of a co111binAtion cover franked wi tn a stomi, of the Zemutvo 
of Jurny anrl one of Imperial Russia. Posten in 5'Jmy 8th. June l Al¼, 
tr:1•,relled b~r mai.l cosch on route ~3, arrived at Odess,:. 10th. June 181:lt. 

(Jee Mr.c.c.Hanrtrc:rd's article in thfa L:ir•ue) 



European portion of which covers 2¼- million square miles as compared with the 121,000 sq. 
miles of the British Isles. One of its Provincial governments, Vologda - not the 
largest - itself has an area of 155,218 sq. miles, and its population compared with ours 
is- 1,517,500 (1906) to 48,000,000, and Vologda is one of thirty-six such governments! 
At the beginning of the 19th. century Russia as a whole was many decades behind i.s in 
civilisation and development. Its centre of Government, situated in the extreme N.W. 
was as far remote from the confines of the country as though it were in another world. 

- The 36 Provincial Governments into which it was divided differed one from the other in 
every conceivable respect, particularly in size, race, density of population and 
character of the land. Several of them had a greater area than the whole of the 
British Isles. Two at least of the largest had not the population of Glasgow. It is 
obvious that unless the whole of this vast .territory remained in a state of coma,-no 
central government could begin to deal with the multitude of local problems which would 
constantly arise. The awakening and de~elopnent of Europe during the 19th. century 
came to Russia in due time, but owing to the conditions ·already mentioned, this was 
infinitely slower, more cumbersome, and more painful than in the smaller and more 
compact countries. Especially were these problems difficult to deal with in the remote 
rural districts. 

The development of the postal aystem was on a par with many other problems, 
being at one and the same time, National, central, provincial and rural. I refer to 
such things, as for example, the raising and collection of taxes, the distribution of 
expenditure, the maintenance and development of roads and other forms of transport, 
public and social services etc. 

DEVELOPMENT OF THE ZEJ4STVO ADMINisrRATION 

Towards the middle of the century the government was forced to listen to 
the growing clamour from the provinces for more self government in local affairs and 
this eventually led to the granting of certain powers of local adminstration to the 
ZEMS'l'VO'S, or RURAL DISTRICTS. These were sub-divisions of the 36 Provincial Govern
ments. They were controlled from the most important central town in the district, 
and altogether 371 such Zemstvo's were formed in European Russia. The establishment 
of these Zemstvo's was not accomplished overnight, but was the outcome of long, patient, 
and often acrimonious negotiations, and the postal organisation, with which alone we are 
concerned, was only achieved at the expense of untold difficulties and trouble which 
applied equally to all other departments of the administration, and which are inherent 
in all efforts to put new wine into old bottles. 

A village or country post, commenced in 1805 with the idea of satisfying 
the urgent needs in certain districts, gradually developed on regular postal lines. 

A few large factories in the Urals, in conjunction with a number of private 
individuals, had suggested that it would be in the interest of trade and the development 
of the region if the Government would permit messengers from the ·nearest postal depart
ments to deliver incoming mail in ·vlosed postbags, . and take away outgoing mail on their 
return. This request was granted (grudgingly, of course) on the understanding that 
such an undertaking SHOULD P/J FOR ITSELF. It was also directed that .other postal 
departments should offer the same facilities in areas where similar requirements existed. 
In the year 1840, 159 such postal connections were established, which, in that year 
produced an income of 10,398 Roubles to the Imperial Post. 

From 1870 onwards these country post connections were gradually absorbed by 
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the Zemstvo posts-a.a the latter developed. 

The inevitable fight against prejudice, vested interests, jealousy, tradition, 
and ancient rights, also had to be fought and conquered. The Imperial P.O., which can 
be traced from the year 1294, had well-established Post routes, inaugurated by the Grand 
Dukes for the purpose of sending messages and despatches, and to assist in the admin
istration of their individual territories. When the provinces applied for· powers to 
organise their own postal. services, the Imperial Post Office raised every kind of 
obstacle and objection. However, in 1864 the liberal minded Czar Alexander II settled 
the issue by signing a Bill to enable the Rural Councils to commence work. Despite 
its weaknesses and shortcomings, this Bill was at least a beginning, and during the 
next few years the labours of the Zemstvo's made such phenomenal and rapid progress, 
and showed such astonishing results, that wider and more far reaching powers were given 
to them. In 1870 a further Bill was signed by which many restrictions were removed; 
the postal system as well as the country generally, then began to develop rapidly and 
come into line with other countries. 

POSTAL ORGANISATION IN THE RURAL DISTRICTS 

.After this brief outline of the development of Zemstvo administration let us 
turn to the postal system itself. The Imperial P.O. dealt with mail along its own well
defined post routes and nothing more. This meant delivery and collection of mail to 
and from the large provincial centres and .places en route. Beyond and -apart from these 
there was NOTHING, and ·so far as other districts were concerned, especially the RURAL 
there might have been no such thing as postal communication in existence. For example, 
a letter addressed to a place where there was no Imperial P.O. would be delivered to the 
nearest such, and unless claimed by the addressee, remained there for months, or for ever. 
The 1870 Bill granting rights of rural postal organisation to the Zemstvo's is a model 
of simplicity, directness and clarity such as is seldom encountered in a government or 
legal document, especially one of such far-reaching and revolutionary character. 
The contents of the Bill are outlined in the correspondence given below -

ST. PETERSBURG, 3RD. SEPl'EMBER 1870. 

"Considering the limited means allowed the Post Department, which are insufficient 
"to ensure the transmission of private correspondence of all the inhabitants of the 
"Empire, especially of those who reside in localities, which by their geographical 
"position are almost entirely deprived of postal communication, or which happen to be 
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~at a great distance from the offices of the Imperial Post, and in order to facilitate 
"to the inhabitants of those localities the possibility of exchanging their corres
"pondence in the most convenient, and, above all, in the least costly manner, and in 
"virtue of the law of the SENATE dated the 27th. of August r,f this year, I authorise 
"the establishment of a special rural post in localities where it is needed, on the 
l'following conditions: .~ 

"l. The RURAL POST is authorised to carry ordinary correspondence, also journals, 
"circulars, remittances, registered letters, and other mail from the Post-town, to 
"all more or less distant portions of the district as mey be deprived of postal 
"communication. 

"2. Persons wishing to receive their correspondence from the post office through the 
"rural post, must present at the post office written declarations or authorisations 
"to that effect from the board of the district to which they belong. 

"3~ The transport of local correspondence must be confined to the cross-roads between 
"the postal town and the villages. 

"4. The rural post is authorised to employ special postage stamps solely on the 
"express understanding that their design differs entirely from those used by the 
"Imperial Post. 

"5. The country letter-carriers of the Rural Post may have on their bags the arms of 
"the government of the district, but without the POSTHORN. 

"Informing your Excellency of the arrangements made, I have the honour to 
"beg you to transmit to the various offices, the regulation of the Rural Post, and to 
"engage the Provincial Zemstvo Tribunals to contribute on their side to its organisation 
"so as to ensure to the inhabitants of the district the free interchange of their 
"correspondence." 

"The Director 

"The Minister for Home Affairs, 
''Prince Lobanoff-Rostovsky. 

"Baron Veliko. 

From 1865 to 1870 - 1863 in the case of Wenden, for which see later - Zemstvo 
posts had already comme~ced in no less than 29 of the 36·Governments and had carried on 
with more or less success in spite of all the restrictions and hindrances. After 1870 
development was .rapid and almost universal, not only in the postal department but with 
it, and partly because of it, every aspect of Russian life in the provinces seemed to 
awaken into activity. 

At the outset the Imperial P.O. regarded the Rural posts with jealousy and 
suspicion. It was fearful of losing prestige and business. It looked upon the 
Zemstvo administration as interlopers and cnmpetitors and put every conceivable obstacle 
in their way. 

As time went on, however, and results appeared which could not be ignored, it 
became increasingly evident that not only were those fears unjustified but that the 
Zemstvo posts were an enormous asset to their Imperial counterpart, supplementing that 
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organisation, complementing it, and creating a huge increE!,Se of new business. This 
also became evident to the Council of Ministers in St.Petersburg and eventually the 
Zemstvo system received, not only the bare sanction for existence, but also the blessing 
of the Imperial Government, with the acknowledgement that it formed an int:egi:al. part of 
the government postal organisation. From this period the two systems worked in collab
oration and harmony. 

• STAA!P FOil. OFFICIAi... PNU:,£1., 1'0$T: 
FR.EE .. 

STATUS OF ZEMSTVO STAMPS 

The following points must be made perfectly. clear: 

(a) The Zemstvo Councils were composed largely of the intelligentsia of the district, 
small landowners, doctors, lawyers, teachers, etc. and could in no sense be considered 
as commercial undertakings. 

(b) The Zemstvo postal services were run for the benefit of the community. In many 
cases these were rendered free of charge but even when fees were levied such as by the 
sale of stamps for franking mail, the amounts realised never defra;yed the expenses 
involved, and in most cases were used for the purpose of recompensing the services of 
village clerks and never towards defreying any other · expenses of the Council. In view 
of these irrefutable facts, the omission of Zemstvo stamps from the catalogues of our 
leading stamp dealers is entirely unjustified, e:Lther from a Philatelic or Historical 

The stamps shown on the Plate reproduced facing this Pase are as followss
Aleksandria 10 kop. of 1882, with value omitted; Ardatov, 5 kop. of 1880; Arzamas -
5 kop. of 1880 on quadrille paper; Aleksandria, 10 kop. of 1882 with value inverted; 
these four stamps illustrate the comparative crudity of some of the Zemstvo issues. 
The two lower corner stamps show neither value nor town; both are 2' kop. values of 
Atkarsk {1871). The lower portion .of the page illustrates again the simplicity of 
design, also the different shapes adopted. The two lower central stamps are of more 
ambitious design. The circular stamp is a hand.struck seal of Maloarchangelsk {1869) 
with the value (5 kop.) in manuscript. This is followed, on the right, by a 2 kop. 
Rzhev and two 3 kop. of Tchern (1871). The second row shows a 5 kop. of Tchern and a 
veey rare 2kop. from Tver. This is flanked by a 3 kop. Tchern in catggoey RRRR. The 
bottom row is composed, left to right, of a 5 kop. ~ which does not show a:n:y value, . 
a clearly cancelled 5 k. {1885) Morshansk, an attractive 5k. (1891) Tikhvin and another 
5 k. ~ with fancy border. 
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viewpoint. 

Why standard catalogues such as Moens, and Stanley Gibbons, ·which formerly 
listed them, now fail to do so, is inexplicable. Their status as legitimate postal 
issues is beyond question, whereas some of the catalogued stamps issued by the Russian 
Armies, and from a purely commercial angle by the Russian Steam Navigation and Trading 
Co., cannot in any way be considered their equals. 

It is altogether wrong and invidious to place Zemstvo stamps in the same 
category as the local stamps of Scandinavia, Germany, or even those of the U.S.A., 
which were invariably posts run as private commercial undertakings for co!llllercial gain 
even though in some cases they performed a public and necessary service. 

V.ARIE'..rY OF ZEl-im1VO AD?-UNISTRATION PROBLEMS 

I have rarely found anything so difficult to co-ordinate as an intelligible 
picture or description of the philately of the Zemstvo regime, including as it does a 
large· number of non-stamp issuing Zemstvos and at least 164 stamp issuing ones situated -

in all parts of a vast continent -
in busy industrial centres -
close to big centres -
at busy ports whose main connections were outside more than inside Russia -
in far off peasant villages which civilisation had scarcely reached -
in prosperous agricultural regions where life was almost feudal -
in the lonely forests - . 
in the wild mountainous districts in and beyond the Urals -
in the fishing villages of the Northern lakes and 
in the cold frazen regions of the Arctic. 

Consider the problems confronting the councils of these 165 districts; some 
were entirely without railways, quite a few with a railway only reaching a central spot, 
roads few and far between and of a most primitive kind. The Zemstvo was largely a law 

·unto itself and depended more on the character of the men guiding it than upon any laws, 
rules or regulations. Each guided its own postal system as, and how it ·could,lmd as it 
saw fit. Almost every one of these districts could be the subject of an interesting 
story, independent and different from any of the others. Some of the posts were v&ry 
short lived,·one of which opened in 1865 closed in 1866, some lasted for fifty years. 
Several had an intermittent life, through various causes. For example, a great 
communal calamity such as a failure of crops, or a disasterous flood, caused some 
Zemstvo to render the postal services temporarily gratis. This is only indicated in 
catalogues by a period during which there were no issues of stamps. Another cause of 
such a blank period might be the taking over of the Zemstvo P.O. by the Imperial P.O. 
which, proving unsuccessful, was again undertaken by the Zemstvo. In the majority of 
cases jhe Zemstvo P.O.'s which closed before the revolution, had been taken over and 
absorbed by the Imperial P.O. as the latter, and the country generally, developed 
naturally with the construction of new roads and railways. 

(N.B. The term "suppressed" used by Chuchin when a Zemstvo P.O. was closed 
conveys a wrong impression, and is most unfortunate. They were not suppressed but 
absorbed by the Imperial P.O. o.s the routes of the latter were extended and developed 
or post was delivered gratis.) · 
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The details of the postal history of all the Zemstvo's will never be fully 
known, largely because the whole system was so quietly and smoothly conducted in so 
many remote and independent places. Philately itself was only in its infancy so that 
before students became really awake to what was happening, events had occurred without 
any records having been made, or records had been lost or destroyed, leaving no trace. 

EX'I\MPLE' S,toW1t,Ui NA/&1£ OF ZE"1STVO 

A PPEllR.lNfi IN\IER. TED IN .bESIGJ,I 

ZEMSTVO'S KNOWN TO HAVE ISSUED fil'AMPS 

Stamps are known to have been issued by each of the following, listed for 
convenience under Governments:-

Bessarabia G. Kherson G. 
l. Orgiev 20 • .Aleksandria 
2. Soroki 21. Ananiev 
3. Yassy 22. Kherson 

23. Odessa 
Chernigoy G. 24. Tiraspol 
4. Kozelets 25. Yelisavetgrad 
5. Oster 

Kostroma G. 
TeITY. of Don Cossacks 26. Kologriv 
6. Cherkassy 27. Vetluga 
7. Donets 
8. Rostov Kursk G. 

28. Dmitriev 
Kharkov G. 29. Lgov 
9. Akhtirka 30. Shchigry 
10. Kharkov 31. Sudzha 
11. Lebedin 
12. Starobielsk Moscow G. 
13. Sumy 32. Bogorodsk 
14. Valki 33. Bronnitsy 
15. Volcha.nsk 34. Dmitrov 

35. Kolomnu 
Kazan G. 36. Podolsk 
16. Chj.stopol 
17. Kazan Nizhni-NovgoroJ. 
18. Luishev 37. Ardatov 
19. Tetiushy 38. Arzamas 

39. Vasil 

G. 

Novggrod G. 
40. 
41. 
42. 
43. 
44. 
45. 
46. 
47. 
48. 
49. 

Bielozersk 
Borovichi 
Cherepovets 
Demyansk 
Kirillov 
Nov~rod 
Staraya-Russa 
Tikhvin 
Ustiuzhna 
Va.ldai 

Olonets G. 
50. Petrozavodsk 
51. Pudozh 

Perm G. 
58. Cherdin 
59. Irbit 
60. Kamishlov 
61. Krasnoufimsk 
62. Kungur 
63. Osa 
64. Okhansk 
65. Perm 
66. Shadrinsk 
67. Solikamsk 
68. Verkhotur 
69. Yekaterinburg 

Poltava G. 
70. Gadyach 

Orel G. 71. Kobeliaky 
52. Livny 72. Konstantinograd 
53. Maloarldmngelsk 73. Kremenchug 
54. Yelets 74. Lokhvitsa 

Penza G. 
55. Chembar 
56. Penza 
57. Saransk 

75. Lubny 
76. Pereyaslav 
77. Piryatin 
78. Poltava 
79. Priluky 
80. ZenkOV 
81. Zolotonosha 
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Pskov G. Saratov G. 'l'ver G. VoloP:d.a G. 
82. Kholm 106. Atkarsk 126. Biezhetsk 145. Gryazovets 
83. Novorzhev 107. Balashov 127. Korcheva 146. Kadnikov 
84. Opochk:a 108. Khvalinsk 128. Ostashk:ov 147. Nikolsk 
85. Ostrov 109. Kuznetsk 129. Rzhev 148. Totma 
86. Porkhov 110. Saratov 130. 'l'ver 149. Ust Sisolsk 
87. Pskov 111. Volsk 131. Vessiegonsk 150. Veliki Ustiug 

151. Velsk 
Ryazan G. Simbirsk G. Tula G. 152. Yarensk 
88. Dankov 112. Alatyr 132. Chern 
89. Kasimov 113. Syzran 133. Kashira Voronezh G. 
90. Ryazhsk 134. Krapivna 153. Bobrov 
91. Ilyazan Smolensk G. 135. Tula 154. Boguchary 
92. Sapozhok 114. Dukhovshchina 155. Ostrogozhsk 
93. Sk:opin 115. Krasny Ufa G. 156. Zadonsk 
94. Spassk 116. Smolensk 136. Belebey 157. Zemlyansk 
95. Yegorievsk 

Tambov G. Viatka G. Yekaterinoslav G. 
Samara G. 117. Borisogliebsk 137. Glazov 158. Bakhmut 
96. Bugu.lma 118. lebedyan 138. Kotelnich 159. Mariupol 
97. Buguruslan 119. Morshansk 139. Ma.lmizh 160. Novomoskovsk 
98. Buzuluk 120. Shatsk 140. Nolinsk 161. Pavlograd 
99. Novouzensk 121. Tambov 141. Sarapul 162. Verkhne-Dnieprovsk 
100. Samara 142. Urzhum 163. Yekaterinoslav 
101. Stavropol Tavrida G. 143. Viatka 

122. Berdyansk Livonia G. 
St. Petersburg G. 123. Dnieprovsk Vladimir G. 164. Wend.en 
102. Gdov 124. Melitopol 144. Pereslav · 
103. Luga . 125. Simferopol · Kursk G. 
104. Novaya Ladoga 165. Fatezh (Postal 
·105. Shisselburg stationery) 

· (The numbers against each Zemstvo refer to the numbers shown in the map on the 
inset pages contained in this Journal.) 

Care should be taken to avoid confusion between the names .of tome of the 
Zemstvo's; those liable to cause confusion are: 

Dmitriev (Kursk G.) · 
Lebedyan (Tambov G.) 
Oster (Chernigov G.) · 
Pereslav (Vladimir G.) 

and 
and 
and 
and 

Dmitrov (Moscow G.) 
Lebedin (Kharkov G.) 
Ostrov (Pskov G.) 
Pereyaslav (Pol tava G.) 

The names of the Zemstvo usually appear on the stamps in adjectival forms, 
ending •••• inskaya, •••• ska;ya, •••• skoi, •••• enska~, •••• skago(pronounced 8skavo') etc. 
Conversion occasionally results in considerable modification to the form of the name, and 
the following examples mey prove .helpful in identifying some of the more awkward results 
of conforming :t:o the requirements of Russian grammar:- · 

Vetluzhskeya 
Vyatskaya 
Gryazovetskoi 
Livenskaya 
Lubens(ka;ya) 

for 
for 
for 
for 
for 
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Vetluga 
Viatka 
Gryazovets 
Livny 
Lubny 



Luzhskago for 
Odesskaya for 
Opochetskago for 
Osinskoi for 
Sauozhkovskoi(kaya;kago)for 
Starorusskago for 
_Sumskaya. for 
Totemskago for 
Shchigrovskaya for 
Yassk for 

Luga 
Odessa 
Opochka 
Osa 
Sapozhok 
Staraya Russa 
Sumy 
Totma 
Shchigry 
Yassy 

A few of the stamps bear abreviations of the Zemstvo name, but these are 
soon recognisable with a little practice. There are some abreviations, however, which 
may prove more difficult and less obvious to the beginner:-

Dern 
Dniepr 
Ekaterin 
Kuzn 
Maloarkhan 
Syzr. 
B. Z 
X. U. ZEM 

for 
for 
for 
for 
for 
for 
for 
for 

Demiansk 
Dnieprovsk 
Ekaterinoslav (not Ekaterinburg) 
Kuznetsk 
Maloarkhangelsk 
Syzran 
Biezhetsk (Zemstvo) 
Kherson (District Zemstvo) 

The name of the Government also appears occasionally and should not be 
confused with the name of the stamp-issuing Zemstvo. 

Reverting fol' a moment to the Zemstvo' s listed as• "being stamp-issuing, it is 
interesting to note that the border regions in general did not issue Zernstvo stamps, 
which is explained by the fact that self government had not been granted to them. It 
was only in March 1911 that the grant was made to the Province of Volhynia, and a similar 
privilege was conferred on Astrakhan, Orenburg and Stavropol as late as January 1913. 
Schmidt informs us that some provinces failed to secure autonomy during the period before 
the outbreak of the First World War. It is possible that the Imperial Government wished 
to keep a firm grip on the border provinces for political reasons. There are three 

The following stamps are shown in the Plate reproduced so as to face this 
page. The top portion again shows some of the shapes and sizes adopted. From left to 
right:- Top row. 2 kop. of Bie1ozersk - not a photogenic stamp! A fine strip of three, 
of Verkhne Dnieprovsk, a good example of 5 kop. (1871) Pskov. Second row. Another RRRR, 
this time from Malm :zh ( 2 kop •. of. 1869) t tete-'bec~e pair of liv(zan (.12 kop. 1872); a very; 
rare J kop. (1870 Tambov • . The bottom row comprises: Glazov. ,2 kop. 1891) background 
inv0rted, ~ (1 kop. 1868); Ryazan (2 kop. 1867). The lower portion is composed of 
a few stamps of crude design together with an assortment of the key plate types of 
Po1tava, ~rinted at the State Printing .. Wor.ks, st.Petersburg, b':1t s.ubsequently surchar~d, 
some showing errors. The top row depicts a 2 kop.(1880) of B1elozersk, 2 kop. (1907) 
Chistopol,. 5 ko:p. (1869) Pavlograd, 3 kop. (1871) Peeeyaslav, and 5 kop. in manuscript 
on 3 kop. (1878) · Pereyaslav. 

These illustrations of Zemstvo stamps, together with those on Page 757, 
are from tho Charles Stibbe collection, and are reproduced by kind permission of 
Messrs. Robson Lowe Ltd. 
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stamp-issuing Zemstvo's in Bessarabia, but none in Finland, in the Baltic provinces 
(for Wend.en, however, see below), in Poland, in Volhynia or Podolia (the most westerly 
Governments nf the Ukraine), or in the Caucasus. 

Except for Wenden and Fatezh (which are added at the epo.), the following 
stamp-issuing centres have not been included in the pregoing standard list:-

(a) WEIIDEN (Livland G.) issued its first stamp in 1863, a year before the Bill was 
signed which prepared the wey for the normal Zemstvo posts. These are the only stamps 
of this kind to receive recognition by our catalogue compilers, yet the postal 
conditions of this region fall into the same category as all the other districts of the 
Russian Empire. Whether the lawful right to issue their own stamps can be traved 
back to a circular issued by the Minister of the Interior, or to the political intrigues 
of the all-powerful Baltic Barons who undoubtedly enjoyed special privileges, which, in 
turn, were shared by the provinces under their control, does not alterin the ,least the 
character of the stamps. They are in every detail positively Zemstvo issues. As they 
are the only stamps to appear in the whole of the Baltic provinces, one must conclude 
that they owed both their introduction and long life to the political power of the 
barons. The post was closed on 23.4.1903. 

(b) FATEZH (Ku,rsk G.) In this Zemstvo, envelopes bearing an oval hand.stamp (on 
the flap) surrounding the arms of the town, were issued to pay postage. No adhesive 
stamps were on sale. The hand.stamps appear, officially, in two colours, red and blue 
of many shades. As sometimes happens with such productions, the two main colours are 
mixed by careless use of the inking pads, thus producing an occasional purple shad~ of 
stamp. Similar examples can be found in our own postal products, as for instance the 
Maltese Cross cancellations in orange and magenta. · 

(c) ST. PEn1ERSBURG1 MO~OW AND TIFLIS TOWN-POST issues, form a group on their own. 
They were definitely TOWN-POSTS valid only within the bounds of their respective towns 
.and are of a different character from the Zemstvo issues. A 5 kop. stamp for the two 
former is listed among the Imperial issues, becoming valid for general tise in Aug. 1864. 
(For TOWU POST see Prigara P• 109 et seq.) . · · · . . 

(d) SMIENOGORSK (Tomek G.) An issue from this town, supposed to have been in use 
from 1917 - 1920, is listed by Chuchin as belonging perhaps to the Kerensky or Kolchak 
period. Whatever the truth of these conjectures, the Zemstvo _system did not exist in 
Russian Asia prior to the Revolution and therefore these stamps of Smienogorsk cannot be 
classed with the true Zemstvo issues in the normal sense. Although a thorou#h, search 
has been made over a number of years, only one unused specimen has been secured, and no 
used copy has been seen by me. 

LACK OF AUTHENTIC KNOWLEDGE OF THE ST.AMPS ISSUED 

If we include WENDEN, we know that 164 Zemstvo's issued stamps, and one, 
FATEZH, postal stationery, but what we do not know is that the remaining 206 omitted 
to do so. We are aware that many of these had quite as well organised a postal 
system and service as many of those which did issue stamps. Also, although we have 
a very comprehensive list of the various stamps issued by the 164 Zemstvo's, we are by 
no means sure that the list is a complete one. When the philatelic specialist, press, 
dealer and public became aware of the scope of the rural philately in.Russia, it was 
already too late, and even then they were confronted by many obstacles and snags, which 
if not exclusive to Russia, were at least inherent to the peculiar conditions rife in 
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that country at the time. Often the organisation was of so primitive a character that 
few local P.O. records at all had been kept, so that enquiry and research into the past 
was entirely fruitless. In many cases no specimens of local stamps had been submitted 
to St. Petersburg. Local postmasters and officials were invariably not only reticent 
but resentful and suspicious of enquiries. Orders sent to a district for stamps were 
often refused outright, or in a 'few cases a single specimen was sent where sheets had 
been ordered. In certain places stamps were not sold over the counter but affixed to 
the cover at the time of sale at the post office. 

Collectors and specialists of to-day owe a deep debt of gratitude to such 
pioneers in this field as Faberge, Brietfuss Senr. and Junr., and not least to C.Schmidt, 
whose extensive researches and exhaustive catalogue are proving invaluable. Conditions 
throughout Russia in the 18801s gave rise to suspicion in government circles whenever 
anything considered unusual took place. The authorities, constantly fearing subversive 
political activity, were always on the _alert ready to pounce upon a suspect. A case is 
recorded where a collector, after waiting for a considerable time for some stamps which 
he had ordered from a distant Zemstvo, received at last, not his precious parcel but a 
visit from a police inspector who demanded in the name of the law, full explanatio~ 
concerning his desire for stamps. The production of the collector's albums, catalogues 
and other evidence of his hobby eventually allayed the suspicions of the officer and 
convinced him that he had not unearthed some sinister plot against the safety of the 
empire, but on the other hand the collector was made to feel that he had only escaped 
arrest by being taken for a sort of mild lunatic! 

Another difficulty arose from the fact that in some small districts, stamps 
were only ordered in very small quantities as and when required for immediate use. 
Hence an order for certain stamps would sometimes arrive at the P.O. after that issue, 
and even one or two subsequent ones, had been completely exhausted, and the order 
executed with current stamps. After all, to a postmaster one 2 kopeck stamp was just 
the same as any other of the same value. 

PlllLATELIC INTEREST IN ZEMSTVO ST.AMPS 

The stamps are full of every kind · of interest. So far as I can judge, 
there is only one aspect of Philately not represented in the Russian Rural issues; this 
is Aero-philately which had not yet been born when the final closure of the Zemstvo 
P.O.'s took place. Thus representative or "thematic" collections can be formed from 
a very wide range of aspe·cts, and a few points about the Zemstvo stamps which are 
·peculiar, if not exclusive tn them, should prove useful to collectors. 

( a) PRINTING MErHODS 
Most of them were produced either by the lithographic process or 

typography and the variations between extreme crudity and exceedingly fine execution 
is in itself a reflection of the extreme variation in the conditions under which they 
were produced. The handstamping process, also very much employed especially in the 
earlier years, gives, of course, no varieties in the actual stamps but only in colour 
and paper. This was often the only means of distinguishing separate and distinct 
printings. A good example which emphasises this point can be found in a study of the 
issues of CHERN. 

It will be realised that this was sometimes a somewhat inconclusive method 
however, and often misleading. In some small offices stamps would be prepared in 
varying quantities to meet immediate requirements. Any paper conveniently to hand 
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Tllll..t;E EXAMPLES OF lJNSOPIJISTtCJl.TJ:D J>ESl(INS 

could be used. If the clerk happened to have two inking pads in front of him, say one 
black and one red or perhaps green, the resultant shades of the stamps might vary 
considerably, without worrying anybody at the time, but providing some lmotty problems 
for philatelists in later dS¥s• 

Typeset stamps in which the pane is made up from one or more blocks of 
separate types are extremely interesting. Each block alweys produces a distinct type. 
When these are reproduced by lithography or typography, the ley-out of the sheet can 
often be reconstructed. When however the printing is done direct from the blocks and 
the panes printed by moving the paper at each impression, reconstruction is not so easy 
because of the varying position of the groups in relation to each other. This method, 
therefore, occasionally produces another very interesting kind of variety. In process 
of use it often happens that the type-pieces held together in the blocks will become 
loose with the result that a letter or figure, ornament or piece of frame line, will 
become dislodged or fall out, with the result that one mey di.scover a definite type of 
a certain type, having one or more definite and distinct sub-types. 

A very fascinating printing curiousity is the TIKHVIN stamp of 1874 which 
throws a side-light on the varieties resulting from having stamps made by smaller 
firms in remote districts without previous experience in the craft. These stamps 
show the inscriptions in reverse which I imagine must almost be unique for a stamp 
actually put into circulation. 

The tea-wrapper stamps of GRYAZOVETS in which the colour and the rarity of 
the stamp, and consequently its value, depended upon the quality of the tea, is another 
curious instance of the hazards of obtaining stamps made by inexperience. 

(At the top of the following page are shown two examples of type-set 
se-tenant varieties in actual Zemstvo stamps) 
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TWO EXAMPJ..£8 OF COUNTERFOIU 

by hand as a counterfoil, others on counterfoil only. When these stamps were sold or 
used the counterfoils were, ot course, retained in the office record; e.g. ZADONSK. 

The embossed stamps - e.g. BORISOGLIIBSK, WGA AID VASIL - are in some cases 
very finely executed. ~ ot them, and one oval lithographed example, are curious in 
that they were stamped out singly at the time ot manufacture, some ot than in one 
operation with the embossing, d therefore do nnt exist in ~rips, -bloclcs or even pairs. 

The peculiar 1.a_y-out ot some ot the sheets is yet another feature ot interest. 
Rows or groups, or even single stamps, in dif'terent relative positions, are explained in 
two~• Either the idea was to econcnise in paper by tilling it with stamps to the 
greatest possible·extent without regard to their relative position, or else the plan was 
to add one or more stamps to the rmmber on the ~t so that the total value ot the 
sheet would work out at a roum fi&ure, which would be easier to handle. 

(c) COA'l'S OF ARMS ON Z1ll8l'VO ffrAMPS · 
The coat ot arms is a favourite theme on man;y 1.emstvo stamps, although 

stamards of reproduction vary widely. The arms are sometimes those ot the 1.emstvo 
alone, at others those of the Zemstvo below and ot the Governaent above. Circular, 
lozenge, rhombus am oval Zemstvo stamps are often so shaped to enable the official seal 
ot the district to be correctly reproduced. 

Designers were often in difficulties :tJo reproduce all the an:tmels am other 
symbols which were so plentiful in the coats of arms bdth of the Provinces am the 
Zemstvo•s. This explains why', in the description of.the stedllpS in philatelic 
publications, not only to:xes were taken tor dogs, sheep am e98Jl horses contused, but 
also st.George who slew the dragnn, was described as a harmless gondolier (GADr.ACH) and 
the Archangel Gabriel as a wi tchon a bro0111Stick ! (MALOARICHAllELS) 

Heraldic puns occur in man;y countries, and the 2,emstvo•s arms show rmmerous 
examples, three prominent one being :-
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(a) "LEBED" is Russian for a swan. Hence a swan is the theme of the arms 
of LEBEDIN and LEBEDIAN. 

(b) "VOLK" is Russian for a wolf. Hence a wolf is the theme of the arms 
of VOI£HANSK. 

(c) "ZOLOTO" is Russian for gold. Hence the cross in the arms of ZOLOTONOSHA 
is in goad. 

An additional example derives from Peter the Great•s ·fondness for German 
town names. "SCHLUSSEL" is German for key, and a key is the theme o-f' the arms of 
SHLISSELBURG. 

(d) ORIGINALITY OF DESIGN 
Clause 4 of the 1870 Bill stipulated that the designs of the Zemstvo 

stamps should differ entirely from those of the Imperial issues. This seemed to prove 
exceedingly difficult to achievet for dozens of Zemstvo designs show some fairly obvious 
similarity, e.g. at the corners of the design. BOROVICHI, BUGULMA, BUGURUSLAN, LAISHEV, 
MORSHANSK, NOVAYA LADOGA, SPASSK and TVER, however, all issued stamps whose family 
likeness to the Imperial stamps is quite remarkable. 

This Clause 4 requirement did not, however, prohibit any similarity to non
Imperial designs and the results of searches for inspiration are to be seen in several 
Zemstvo stamps whose ancestry is obvious at first glance. 

The most blatant design-copying occurred in the following districts:-

GRYAZOVETS 
NOLINSK 
PSKOV 
SAPOZHOK 
ZADONSK 

(Bavaria, Switzerland., Denmark) 
(U.S. Carrier Post) 

!Hungarian Telegraph Stamps) 
Switzerland) 
Denmark) 

There are only two definite instances recorded of objections being raised 
by the Imperial government against Zemstvo issues. The first of these was the Type l 
of Melitopol which showed an eagle in the centre - the coat of arms, by the way, of the 
Government of Kherson - with the TWO POSTHORNS beneath it ! The other to cause an · 
Imperial frown was Morshansk, whose Type 4 was too similar in colour to the Imperial 
8 kop. It must be admitted that the sins of commission in this direction by the Rural 
postal authorities were extremely light, reflecting great credit on their observance 
of the clauses of the Bill. 

ST. PETERSBURG KEY-PLATE PRINTINGS OF ZEMS11VO STAMPS. 

Collectors of British Colonials familiar with the De La Rue key-plate type 
of stamps will be interested in the following:-

The staff of the ST.PETERSBURG ST.ATE PRINTING WORKS were naturally in a 
position to handle stamp manufacture better than inexperienced local printers. Two 
of the stamps which they executed and supplied to the districts of ARDATOV and BAKHMUT 
respectively, were adopted by them as key-types which they adapted for use to supply 
any Zemstvo which preferred the st.Petersburg product to their own local prints. This 
was arranged by altering the name and value -labels and making a new centre with the 
local shield or device of the district in question. Quite a number of the Zemstvo's 
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adopted this plan sooner or later, and so we find maey examples of the standard Ardatov 
and Bakhmut types throu8hout the Zemstvo issues. 

The fact that St.Petersburg gave the ill-equipped Zemstvo the opportunity 
of obtaining, more easily, better and perhaps cheaper stamps, gave us also mmv
interesting varieties due to various causes which could not be foreseen. · st.Petersburg 
was a very long we::, f'mm man;y of its customers. Sometimes they were very busy and 
deliveries were lost or mislaid in transit. Occasionally the local post office was 
caught napping with a shortap of certain values. From both these causes there arose 
a crop of provisional or emergency issues, which took the form of overprinting, 
surcharging surplus; stocks of other values, or emergency local printinp to tide over 
the crisis. It also sometimes happened that the local authorities or printers thou8ht 
they were as good as, or even better than, the st.Petersburg printers; frail these causes 
arise tpe locally printed examples of the Adatov and Bak:bmt types, which compare more 
or less favourably with their prototypes fran the Capital. See, for example, the local 
product~ons of KIRILLOV and BIELOZERSK. 

HANDLING OF MAIL BY Z!MSTVO POST 

I w:Lil conclude this article with a rough sketch of the general working of 
the Zemstvo Post Offices, again emphasising that this varied enormously, according to 
the period and the character of each imividual district. 

Rates of postap varied not only with the district but with the weight and 
character of the packet, etc. But in the early da::,s one ms.v ea::,, that the general 
charge was 2 kop. for an ordinary letter whether prepaid or to collect. The Imperial 
mails having been handed over to the Zemstvo P.O. for distribution throushout the 
district where no Imperial P.O. existed, it was sorted out in accordance with the number 
of Zemstvo routes in the district and duly delivered to the addressee. In some cases 
this was done without charge, but where a charge was made the postman collected the fee 
f'or the local rate according to the postap-due-stamp which he himself affixed to the 
letter, or which had been previously affixed at the office of distribution. Such 
letters, therefore bore two stamps, the Imperial stamp which had brousht them to the 
terminus of the Imperial system, and the 1.emstvo due-stamp which paid the charge from 
thence to destination. 
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On the other hand, letters from places where there was no Imperial P.O. to 
places outside the Zemstvo of origin had to have postage prepaid with an ordinary 
Zemstvo stamp as far as the Imperial P.O. terminus, plus a regular Imperial stamp to cover 
the regulorrate for inland or foreign postage. Letters and packets for delivery entirely 
within the Zemstvo territory bore only the ordinary Zemstvo stamp either postage or 
postage-due according to whether they were sent prepaid or to collect, which was in most 
c~es optiol).81. · · 

In the case of mail addressed from a place in one Zemstvo to a place in 
another which necessitated pass., and transport along the Imperial route, three 
stamps were necessary, namely (a} a regular Zemstvo stamp of the sending district, (b) 
an Imperial stamp for the passage along the Imperial post-route and (c) a postage due 
stamp of the addressee's district for delivery to its destination. 

(To be continued) 
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·-- ·- . -· --------------------------------, 

TI-I£ f:IRST AD/.1£S/V£ STAMP 0~ 
IMP£/<IAL R,USSIA 
SOME NOTES ON TU£ CANCELLATIONS 

DR. A.I-I. WO!lTMAN 

Man;y of our members also belong to Rossica and they will already have seen 
the very full list of cancellations given by V.Rac.hmanov in his article in the 
Collectors Club Philatelist, New York, and reproduced in Rossica Journal No. 51, 1957, 
and also P.M.Davidson's list· in the same Journal. We have therefore, on consideration, 
not thought it necessa:ey to .seek permission from the Fditors of these two journals to go 
over the same ground again and reproduce these lists and illustrations here for what 
would have been the third time. 

We gave a classification of cancellations as they appear on the 10k. imperf
orate, and we pointed out that the town or place-name bandstamps, with or without date, 
were already in use before th~ issue of adhesive stamps, for marking letters and postal 
stationery. Purely as postal markings therefore, they~ be collected from the 
1760's and they continued to be used for cancelling adhesive stamps after let. January 
1858 until replaced by the dots numeral types. 

We illustrate below some of the cancellations listed in our last number, 
B.J.R.P. No.23, as being additional to those given in Rossica. We have not received 
any notifications of others in the meantime, but we saw a good strike of a two line 
dated UMAN 27 MAY 1858 in Sir John Wilson's display at the Rcyal Philatelic Society. 

~~:] 
Fl4.1 

FIG.' _ 
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Fig. 4 

The framed ASTRAKHAN (fig. 1) conies from a cover in the collection of Mr. 
H.F.Blease, a most desirable item. The circular V' SARATOVIE POLUCHIEHO (fig. 2) 
(•In Saratov Received') appears on the same cover and we take the opportunity of 
illustrating it here as it is known as a cancellation on the lOk. imperf. 

The OVRUCH APRELYA 21 DNYA 1858 GODA ( 'Ovruch April 21 day 1858 year') (fig. 
3) is from Sir John Wilson's remarkable cover illustrated in B.J.R.P. No. 10. 

The SUMI (fig. 4) is from MR.W.H.H.Huddy's collection and the RIAZAN (fig.5) 
from mine. A reduced picture of Mr.Buddy's Sumi cover is also reproduced above. 
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THE NUMERAL OBLITERATORS 

As soon as -they were ready, numeral obliterators were sent out to the various 
post offices, each number representing a particular place and being enclosed in a device 
of dots for Russia, and c,ncentric circles for Poland. The dots numerals have distinct
ive shapes of the ~otted device according to the type of town or place which they 
represent. Thus there are concentric circles of dots for the chief towns of GUBERNIYA 
"governments" or provinces, rows of dots arranged so that the outline is rectangular, 
for the chief town of each UYEZD or district, and an oval arrangement for 11frontier" 
towns or places where mail left the country for destinations abroad. A hexagonal 
device with pointed sides was us_ed for villages, another hexagon, but with flat sides 
for railway termini and travelling post offices, and finally a triangular arrangement 
with truncated corners for small postal stations. Lists of these have been given in 
E. von Bochmann's book 'Die Postmarke des Russischen Kaiserreichs' and in Prigara and 
since we have often been asked to reproduce these lists in our Journal, we intend to 
do so in the near future. · At the moment however, we are concerned only with the 
obliterations which have appeared on the lOk. imperf. 

Mr. Davidson gave a list of those in his collection, some of them on cover, 
and they must be a magnificent lot. Many more are known to us in the collections of 
Faberge, Goss, Sir John Wilson and members of the B.S.R.P., s~ we give here a list as 
complete as we can make it and including those already given by Mr. Davidson. 

THE CIRCULAR OR DISC TYPE 

1. st. Petersburg 
3. Arkhangelsk 
5. Vilna 
9. Voronezh 

11. Grodno 
12. 'Ekaterinoslav 
17. Kaluga 

THE RECTANGULAR TYPE 

34. 
46. 
00. 

104. 
105. 
115. 
127. 
131. 
135. 
150. 
180. 
184. 
185. 
209. 
235. 
237. 

Tsariov 
Krieslavl (in red) 
Bobrov 
Bielostok 
Bielak 
Mariupol 
Zasla.vl 
Novogorod-Volinski 
Starokonstantinov 
Chistopol 
Novoaleksandrovsk 
Shavli 
Iurburg 
Oboyan 
Wind.au 
Hasenpot 

18. Kiev 
19. Kovno (in black and in blue) 
21. KUl'sk 
24. Mitau 
25. Minsk 
38. Riga 
41. Saratov 

!Astrakhan G.) 
Vitebsk G.) 
Voronezh G.) 

(Grodno G.) 
do. 

('Ekaterinoslav G.) 
( Zhi tomir G. ) 

do. 
do. 

(Kazan G.) 
(Kovno G.) 

do. 
do. 

(Kurek G.) 
(Kurland G.) 

do. 
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238. 
239. 
240. 
242. 
245. 
246. 
252. 
261 • 
266. 
268. 
269. 
289. 
294. 
326. 
353. 
356. 
360. 
374. 
384,. 
387. 
393. 
395. 
448. 
451. 
471. 
475. 
477, 
528. 
579. 
580. 

Illukst 
Libau 
Polangen 
Frauenburg 
Yakobshtadt 
Bobruisk 
.Pinsk -

. Orsha 
Chechersk 
Chirikov 
Shklov 
Medvied · 
Cherepovets 
Saransk 
Nemir&V 
Tulchin 
Gadyatch 
Khorol 
Veisenshtein 
Arensburg 
Dorpat 
Fellin 
'Evpatoriya 
Melitopol 
Kozlov 
Morshansk 
Tiomnikov 
Chorn 
Starodub 
Aleksikovo 

THE OVAL TYPE 

2. Vladimir Volinsk 
6. Odessa 

(Kurland G.) 
do. 
do. 
do. 
do. 

(Minsk G.) 
- do. -

(Mohilev G.) 
do. 
do. 
do. 

(Novogorod G.) 
do. 
do. 

(Podolak G.) 
do. 

(Pol tava G. ) 
do. 

(Estland G.) or Esthonia 
(Lifliand G) or Livonia 

do. 
do. 

( Simf eropol G.) 
do. 

(Tambov G.) 
do. 
do. 

(Tula G.) 
(Chernigov G.) 
(Cherkassk G.) 

9. Tauroggen (in blue and in black) 

THE HEXAGONAL TYPE WITH FLAT SIDES 

1. St.Petersburg Railway Station, Nikolai Railway. 
2. Moscow Station, Nikolai Railway. 

THE TRUNCATED TRIANGULAR TYPE 

212. Gorodishche 
234. Yakimovichskaya 
610. Shelopukhinskaya 

THE CONCENTRIC RINGS TYPE (POLAND). 

1. Warsaw 
6. Kaluseyn 

27. Szaki 

(Minsk G.) 
do. 

(Chita G.) 
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28. Suwalki 
50. Ostrow (in red) 
69. Wegrow 



70 .. 
85. 

124. 
140. 
141. 

Sokolow - (in red and in black) 
Hrubieszow 
Pinczow 
Bialobrzyi 
Kozienice 

161. 
167. 
174. 
193. 
197. 
244. 

Klomnice (in red) 
Zarki 
Strzemieszyce 
Blaszki 
Zdunska Wola 
Izbica 

The wide range of these numeral cancellations gives added proof that the 
imperforate lOk. was sent out .even to remote places in the .Hussian &npire, including 
Siberia, and Poland. 

When we come to examine the list in detail it is the absence· of old familiar 
friends among the numbers which is perhaps more striking than the presence of some rare 
ones. For instance, in the Circular Type although Nos. 1 and 38 are represented, 
No. 2 MO~OW, a common cancellation on the_ 10k. perf. 12½, is absent. · In the 
Rectangular Type, 119 Rostnv, and 121 Taganrog, are missing although common enough on 
later issues; 393 Dorpat is there but not 394 Pernau, 448 Eupatoria but not 443 
Berdiansk • . 

The only common numerals in the Oval Type are 11611 and "9", and we take this 
opportunity of pointing out that the 11611 has a straight and sloping top without any 
ball (fig. 6), while the "9" has a curved tail with ·a ball. 
Unfortunately an inverted "9" was labelled "ODESSA" in Nle of 
the illustrations in Davidson' s article in Rossica. The 11611 

is usually badly struck and a:ny example with a clear numeral 
is rare. Among the illustrations of dots cancellations in 
Rachm,mov's article the one in the oval type was a "5". 
This was a strange choice, since it is probably the rarest of 
all dots numeral cancellations and extremely unlikely to be 
found on the lOk. imperf. It represents Nikolaevsk on Amur. 
A military post was established there in 1851 and it was only 

••••• . .... ,. -. 6· .. ... , .... 
•• • • •• ······ ... . • •••• 

a Cossack settlement in 1858. His article however only dealt with the dots numeral 
cancellations in a general way and it was not suggested that No.5 in the Oval Type 
actually exists on the lOk. imperf. 

The enlarged illustration in the last number of our Journal, No,.23, showed 
_ an example of the 11111 in the Heaagonal Type representing St.Petersburg Railway Station, 
the st.Petersburg terminus of the Nikolai Railway and of course, the only railway 
station in the town at the time. (We would mention here that this illustration was 
intended to show also the short figure "l" in the right·upper corner, which it does 
quite clearly, and that it is an exceptionally large-margined example with part of the 
design of the adjacent stamp on the left side, though this does not show.) 

· Davidson says that no examples of the Hexagonal Type of cancellation have 
been recorded, and he is literally correct, but Faberge had examples of both Noa. 1 
and 2. The Faberge ~ale Catalogue gave only the numerals and paid no attention to the 
shapes of the dots cancellations. It must be remembered that the B.S.R.P. was then 
in•its infancy and no-one took a:ny interest in Russian postal history ! Fortunately 
we made some notes about . them at the time. 

No examples are known of the Hexagonal Type with pointed sides allotted to 
small localities and villages, but these are rare on any stamp, with the possible 
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exception of No. 30 for the Nizhni Novogorod Fair. 

Numerals in the Truncated Triangular Type are rare ·on this stamp, but our 
list of three yields the only example of a dots cancellation from Siberia; this is 
No. 610 very clearly struck on a cover which was sold in the Goss Sale for £52.10.0. 

Of the Polish Rings Type, Nos. 27, 161, 167, 174, and 244 are marked as 
being rare in Polanski's list, purely as cancellations and without reference to their 
occurrence on any particular stamp, but with the exception of Nns. 1 and 70, any of 
these numbers mey be considered as probably unique when occurring on the lOk. imperf. 

It mey be of interest to record that we have a cover with the 10k. imperf. 
cancelled with the Warsaw Rings No.land with traces of a postmark showing previous 
use. It .is addressed to Mitau, there is a_single circular V.ARSHAVA 20 9 in red, and 
the date inside is 17/29 Sept. 1858. · C9vers with the lOk. perf. 14¾ are also known . 
used in 1858/9 like this, and it is thought that ~olish nationalists who were agitating 
for their own stamp, wanted to defraud the Russian Post Office. 

Finally we must record a mysterious "3" in three rings 
cancellation (fig. 7). The figure "3" is the same shape as that 
on the rare "3" in four rings of Nowy Dwor but much larger. The 
diameters of the rings are 1.95, 1.5, and 1.1 mm. and these are 
quite different sizes from those of the usual Polish rings. 
Any suggestions? 
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U~RAJN£-
192o Ficl([ Post I ssu~ (CDNCW~ 
I. L.G,. BA/WE AND C. W. llOBERTS 

In Journal No.23 we discussed the general background to this issue, the plate 
make-up and plating marks. 

Before continuing, we would like to point out a typing error in line 7 of 
page 715 where it reads "thin 'c' in third line" which of course should have been "thin 
'0' in third line". 

It should also have been stated that the surcharge is always in black. 

Since writing the first part we have learnt that Dr.Seichter possesses the 
top right hand stamp of a 10sh. sheet with the lOgr. surcharge inverted and horizontally 
misplaced. This item is of particular interest since the top selvedge of the sheet 
shows the number 232 inverted. This sheet number undoubtedly refers to the Shag.iv 
stamp itself and not to the surcharge, but so far as we know it is the only sheet number 
associated with the Courier Post. 

We now conclude our article by discussing the postal use of these stamps and 
the "proofs". 

POSTAL RATES. 

Hurt (Ref. 9) and Lea (Ref. 14) quote the following postal rates as being 
operative at the time :- · · 

Official or State Mail letters 
Ordinary letters 
Registered letters 

: 10 grivni 
: 20 grivni 
: 40 grivni 

and where stated all the earlier articles give the same rates. Gilbrick however, (Ref. 
10) differs in giving 30gr. as the rate for registered mail, but we think this must be a 
slip as the surcharges imply lOgr., 20gr., and 40gr. rates. Nowhere is there any 
indication of what weight was covered by these rates. 
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POSTMARKS. 

OOWTA 
6- IX. 9 ..... 

Postmark No.l. 

. OOlifiA 
9- IX . 

..;:: .. 

Postmark No.2. 

The two cancellations illu.strated above appear from the covers known to us to 
be the only ones used:- · 

No. 1. : TSENTR. UST., i.e. Tsentraini Ustanovi (Central Establishment -
the "Central.Office" of Order No.22). 

No. 2. : STAVKA A, i.e. Headquarters A. · 

They occur in various shades of violet-grey to purple. Although these two 
cancellations appear to be rather ornate, they are not dissimilar to the cancellations 
used in Ge~eral Wrangel's Refugee Post (see B.J.R.P. No.16, Dec. 1954). 

According to Gilbrick (R~f.10) regular town type cancellers .were used from 
Sept. to Nov. 1920 as the towns were freed from the Bolsheviks. The "incomplete list 
of cancellations used" is given by him as:-

Kamenets 
Mogilev 
Proskurov 
Staro-Konstantinov 
Volochisk - Dvirets i.e. Vokzal (Station). 

The first three, of these towns are also listed by Hurt (Ref. 9) as using 
this type of cancellation in this period. We have never seen any of the type-set 
surcharged stamps with any of these town type cancellations, and neither has Mr.J.Lea. 
We agree with him that we would like to see such cancellations, preferably of course on 
cover, before subscribing to the view that such cancellations, if they do exist, are 
genuine. 

Postmark No. 3 

The handstamp surcharge (described later in the article) is not 
known to us with Postmarks 1 or 2, but we have seen two copies 
with a Volochisk cancellation as shown opposite. Dr.Seichter 
regards thi·s as philatelic, an opinion that appears to be shared 
by Capt.de ~hramchenko, and for lack of more evidence we feel 
that it warrants no higher rating. In the 1958 supplement to 
the Sonder CatalflgUe, Dr.Seichter illustrates a cancellation 
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which seems to be identical with Postmark No.3; the date is the same, it has DVIRETS in 
the base between the circles, and it is composite from portions struck on lOgr. stamps 
of the 1920 pictorial series. The spelling of the town name in this VOLOCHISK cancell
ation is not Russian, as the Russian ending is " ••• CKb"; we are informed by Mr.Lychman
enko the ending " ••• CbK" is Ukrainian. 

REGISTRATION LABELS. 

KYP'EPCbKO-ftOl\bOB~ 

All covers bearing registration markings which we have 
seen bear the rubber cachet as No. 1 opposite; the number 
seems to be variable and to be int.eg1'9l with the ·cachet, 
not separately applied. The colour of the ink is 
similar to the colour of the postmark ink. 

p q:133. ______ _ 

nOWTA 

Cachet No. 1 

COVERS. 

Covers franked with the stamps of the Courier Post seem to be rare, as we 
have seen (in the original or in photographs) only nine covers and know of only one more. 
We include details of these covers as we feel that they present considerable confirm
atory evidence as to the postal use to which these stamps were put. 

a) Official or state Mail letter rate. 

Cover No. 1. In the possession of Mr.J.Lea, and illustrated in Ref. 14. 
Addressed to an "Officer for special Commissions" at the Stavka 
(Headquarters). 
Despatch: Tsentr. Ust. 26.VIII.920 
Arrival : Stavka A 29.YIII.920 
Franked with a single copy of the 10gr./30sh. stamp. 

Cover No. 2. In the possession of Mr.S.Gilbrick. 
Addressed to a Captain at the stavka (Headquarters) of the U.N.R. 
(Ukrainian People's.Republic) Army. 

Cover No. 3. 

Despatch: Tsentr. Ust. 26.VIII.920 
Arrival i Stavka A 29.VIII.920 
Franked with a single copy of the 10gr./40sh. stamp with inverted 
overprint: this is the only lrnown cover with an inverted overprint. 

b) Ordinary Letter Rate. 

In the possession of Dr.R.Seichter. 
Addressed to a Colonel, Division Ataman, at the stavka (Headquarters) 
of the Army. 
Despatch: Tsentr. Ust. 26.VIII.920 
Arrival : stavka A 29. VIII. 920 
Franked with a horizontal pair of the 10gr./20sh. stamp. This cover 
is almost certainly addressed by the same person as Cover No.2, al
though the addresses are not the same. 
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Cover No. 4. 

c) 

Cover No. 5. 

In the possessinn of Dr.R.Seichter, and illustrated in the 1958 
supplement to the Sond~r Catalogue. 
Sent by an Examining Magistrate of the Supreme Military Tribunal, 
Tarnow Ministry of Justice Examining Dept. to the Chief Justice of 
the 3rd. Brigade, at stanislavov. 
Despatch: Tsentr. Ust. 12.X.920 
Arrival : · No arrival postmark. 
Franked with a single copy of the 20gr./20sh. stamp. 

Registered Letter Rate. 

In the possession of Mr.c.W.Roberts, and illustrated below. 
Sent on headed ~elope of a music shop at TARNOY to stavka. (Head
quarters A) of the u.N.R.Army. 
Despatch: Tsentr. Ust. 26.VIII.92◊ 
Arrival: Stavka. A 29.VIII.920 
Franked with a single copy of the 40gr./40sh. stamp. 
Registration cachet: CH --2 of the Field Post. 
From the appearance of the handwriting, the addressee was not used 
to Russian script. 

I.' ' .. 
i /.- . ·/:'{: 

---------·- ----- -··· 
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Cover No. 6. 

Cover No. 7. 

In the possession of Mr.C.W.Roberta, 
Sent to the U.N.R. Army. 
Despatch: Tsentr. Ust. 
Arrival : Stavka A 

and illustrated above. 

6.IX.920 
9.IX.920 

No registration cachet or label, 
was required. 

and no indication that registration 

In the possession of Mr.J.Lea and illustrated in Ref.14. 
Addressed in French to a stamp dealer in Paris and inscribed in 
Russian(? Ukrainian)" Central Establishment in Tarnow/Courier 
-Field Post". 
Despatch: Stavka A 15.X.920 
Transit: Tsentr. Ust. 20.x.920 
Franked with a single copy of the 20gr./20sh. stamp and with a 
vertical pair of the 10gr./50sh. stamps. 
Registration cachet: CH 133 of the Field Post • . 
The cover then appears to have been handed over to the Polish Post 
as it also bears a Polish 5m. stamp cancelled "'l'arnow I/20.X.20/ 2c" 
and a "Tarnow I - a registration cachet (No.8086 in pencil), both 
applied in black. It also bears an linidentified black cancellation 
tying the single and one of the pair of the Courier Post stamps: this 



I - °'\ • • l . ~ 
'· t, . .t • • 

Postmark No. 4 Cachet No. 2 Postmark No. 5 

Cover No. 8. 

Cover No, 9. 

Cover No. 10. 

consists of "B.P." or ''D.P." and may be a Censor mark. 

Present whereabouts not known. 
Addressed to "Samml.erwoche, Munchen 2311

• 

Despatch: Stavka A 15.X. 920 
Franked with a single copy of the 20gr./30sh. and two copies of the 
l0gr./l0sh. stamps. . 
Registration cachet: CH 130 of the Field Post. 
As was the case with cover No.7, this cover then appears to have 
been handed over to the Polish Post as it also bears a Folish 5m. 
stamp cancelled "Tarnow I (date not legible)" and a Tarnow 
registration cachet (No.8014 written in). Below the Tarnow postmark 
there is a number - 5449 - and over "Munchen" in the address is a 
circular cachet with the letters C .P. inside, which may be a 
Censor mark. 
Further details of this cover are not known to us. 

In the possession of Mr.C.S.Rand. 
.Addressed in German to a stamp dealer in Vienna., inscribed in 
Russian (? Ukrainian) " · Central Establishment in Tarnow/ 
Courier Field Poat" and (perhaps not by the addressee) in German 
"Ukrainian Courier Post". 
Despatch: Stavka A l •• X.920 (we have only seen 

a photograph and it is not easy to interpret, but 
the date could be 15.X.920) 

Transit: Tsentr. Ust. 20.x.920 
Franked with a horizontal pair of the 20gr./20sh. stamps. 
Registration cachet: CH 135 of the Field Post. 
There are no later markings. 

In the possession of Dr.Seichter. 
Addressed to Vienna (but not to the same person as Cover No. 9) 
Despatch; Stavka A 15.x.920 
Transit: Tsentr. Ust. 20.X.920 
Franked with two copies of the 20gr./30sh. stamps. 
Registration cachet: CH 136 of the Field Post. 
There are no later markings. 
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d) Further Covers. 

We suspect that further covers exist and we would be grateful for a;ny 
information regarding them. 

COMMENTS ON KNOWN COVERS. 

Examining the details cf the ten covers of which we have lmowledge, there 
are several interesting points which seem to us to be worth noting:-

(i) In view of the additional franking and marking on covers Nos. 7 and 
8, which are lacking on covers Nos. 9 and 10, it is our view that 
possibly these latter covers did not reach their destination by normal 
postal means. 

(ii) Four of these ten covers bear the Tsentr. Ust. cancellation of 26.VIII. 
920 and the Stavka A one of 29.VIII.920. Now 26th. August 1920 is 
the date of Orders Nos. 22 and 23 (see Part I of this article in 
B.J.R.P. No. 23) so these four covers are presumably First Dey Covers. 

(iii) The four cov.ers addressed to places abroad all bear the Stavka A 
cancellation of 15.x.920. Three of them, Noa. 7, 9 and 10 were sent 
by the same person. The sender of cover No. 8 is not known to us. 

(iv) All the covers, except possibly No. 6, seem to conform to the service 
corresponding to the franking rate. 

(v) .Although some of the covers must be regarded as being to some extent 
philatelic, they have been addressed in at least six different hands, 
and all appear to have been handled by the Courier Post. 

(vi) The registration cachet Nos. increase as date increases; although this 
is by no means positive evidence that the numbers had not in the 
interim "gone round the clock" the low numbers do suggest that the 
total amount of registered mail handled might be extremely small. 

(vii) Cover No. 5, the only one with a printed address on, appears to 
confirm the view that the Central Office was at Tarnow when the service 
commenced. 

RARITY OF USED AND UNUSED $!'.AMPS. 

In one of Capt. de Schramchenko's earl,Y articles he stated that the scarcest 
found (apart from the rare 40gr./20gr. orange-red/green) are all the lOgr. values. In 
view of the numbers printed one would not have expected this, and in our experience the 
40gr. values are seen less often than the others: however, surviving copies are not in 
proportion to the numbers issued (see Order No. 23 in B.J.R.P. No. 23), being more 
equal between the different stamps than would be expected. 

In an early article it was stated that most of the stamps were used up m the 
mail. Perhaps this led Hurt to state that they were much more plentiful used than 
unused, though this is, in our opinion, quite definitely incorrect. In all the years 
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we have been coll.ecting Ukraine the only used copies we have ever seen are those on covers 
and this is also the experience of other Ukraine Specialists. It would appear, there
fore, that most of the used copies have not survived, and indeed the number of unused 
known is quite small (possibly 600 in all) and fully justifies the prices quoted in 
Gibbons' Catalogue. 

THE BANDST.AMPED "PROOFS''. 

Hurt (Ref. 9), Gilbrick (Ref. 10), Capt. de Schramchenko (Ref. 11) and Lea 
(Ref. 14) all refer to the hand.stamp surcharge. It is worth considering Capt. de 
Schramchenko's statement in detail:-

"A slightly different type of ."hand stamp" was used to ovecyrint the 
"Ukrainian Revenue stamps for the ''Field Post" use (Type 2). The 
"above stamps are considered to be "proofs". This~ stamp (Type 
112) was. likewise used later to overprint "shagiv" stamps, which later, 
"with the exception of the above named revenue proofs, were utilised 
"for postal purposes, on par with the original type". 

Thus he specifies that the 
handstamp, an enlargement of which is 
shown opposite, is a proof when on 
Ukrainian Revenue stamps but of full 
postal status when on shagi.v stamps. 
In a recent letter, however, he states 
that before the overprinting a hand 
stamp was prepared for trial work and 
a small number of stamps, including 
Ukraine Revenue stamps, overprinted 
with this stamp. 

We .noticed that the fourth 
letter in the first line is "e" in the 
hand.stamp and "i" in the type-set 
surcharge we discussed in the first 
part of this article, and we therefore 
asked Mr.Lychmanenko, who has translated 

K7p'epeb10-
1101a.01a 

nowra. 
10 rpmem. 

a numbe~ of philatelic articles into Ukrainian, whether this difference had any signif
icance. He sa,ys that the use of the "e", as in the hand.stamp, makes the first word 
unpronounceable in Ukrainian, although it could be pronounced in Russian, and he is, 
therefore, very doubtful if this surcharge is genuine. With such an error of spelling 
he does not think it could possibly have been officially approved. 

We have no copies of these stamps in our possession although we have seen 
copies and photogi-aphs of copies. We have not seen~ evidence of postal use; so far 
as we know they do ll6t exist on cover, and the only "used" copies we are aware of bear 
the doubtful Postmark N.o. 3 (illustrated earlier). 

In view of the conflicting statements above, and the lack of evidence, we 
must reserve judgement on the status of the hand.stamps, although ~or reference purposes 
we record that they appear to exist as follows:-
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a) On all five shagiv stamps as lOgr., 20gr., and 40gr. surcharges. 

b) On the 20gr. stamp as 40gr. surcharge. 

c) On the 50sh. Ukrainian Revenue stamp as lOgr. surcharge. 

d) On the ·5osh. Ukrainian money stamp as 20gr. surcharge. 

e) On blue labels with golden trident as lOgr., 20gr. and 40gr. surcharge. _ 

Perhaps other values of c) and/or d) were also surcharged and perhaps the 
three surcharge values occur on such items? Capt. de Schramchenko has informed Mr. 
Lea that the 20sh. Ukrainian Revenue stamp was also surcharged with the hand.stamp. 

The revenue stamps wi~h -the Courier Post surcharge are stated by Gilbrick 
to have been"diagonally overprinted "ZRAZOK" in Cyrillic characters in red, sometimes 
with a number". Hurt states that the Ukrainian Revenue stamps "are known with a dia
gonal overprint reading 'ZRAZOK N 21' (signifying Essay No. l". In spite of the 
discrepancy between '21' and 'l' this seems to corroborate the statement that numbered 
"proofs" exist. 

We believe that the hand.stamp was always applied in black. 

We regret that lack of more positive information about these hand.stamps, 
but we have given all the . information we have been able to obtain and hope that 
readers will be encouraged by_this ·survey to provide·further data, so that the 
outstanding problems may be resolved. 

CONCLUSION. 

In the two parts of this article we have attempted to describe the Courier 
· Post stamps and organisation. We feel that the type-set surcharge is reasonably well -

analysed and its postal use established: more evidence from non-philatelic covers 
would of course be most interesting and will, we hope, be forthcoming. 

The status of the hand.stamps is not yet clear, however, and there is scope 
for further research regarding these. 
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J:'UQTl--lfQ SCARC£ POStAt1A1'1LS 
ffWM ~UQ., T ADLER., 

Mr •. Kurt Adler has sent us another fascinating array of really out-of-the-way · 
postmarks, and has enabled us to add Minsk and Bielostok to Vilna, as places where the 
HANDED IN FOR DELIVERY marks were used. We originally reported the Vilna mark in 
B.J.R.P. No.8, p.183. . 

TYA:,·,4 TfPE.' 

Type 1. Minsk. HANDED IN FOR DELIVERY AT 7 O'CLOCK IN THE MORNING. Used in 
1888. 

Type 2. HANDED IN FOR DELIVERY AT 1 O'CLOCK IN THE DAY. Used in 1889. 

Type 3. Bielostock. HANDED IN FOR DELIVERY AT 6 O'CLOCK IN THE EVENING. 
BIELOSTOK. This was used in 1891 and, unlike the others, 
the name of the town of arrival is incorporated. 
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Type 4. st,Petersburg. s.P.B. CHIEF POST OFFICE 2 PARGOLOVO TEMP. P. DIV. 2 
30 JULY 1887. There were three little villages of this name, 
marked on large scale maps as 1 PargolO"ro, 2 Pargolovo and 3 
Pargolovo. They were summer r0sorts situated just no~th of 
Shuvalovo on the Sestrorietsk Rnlway running north out of St. 
Petersburg. (See Shuvalovsk Postal Station, B.J.R.P. No.a, 
p.184). 

Type 5. Yuriev Liv. YURIEV LIFL. BU~INESS HOUSE V. LATCH 15.12.10. Kurt 
Adler seys that this must have been a big business house to 
have had its own post office. 

Curiously enough, in B.J.R.P. No.8 to which we have already referred above, 
and in the same Scarce Postmarks article, there appeared one from another business house, 
the Stare Oboshinskoe Bank Company. 

The remaining cancellations illustrated here are from a book by Mikstein, 
Mr.Adler tells us, and are all early. They are as follows: 

Type 6. LOMZA 26 APRIL 13. 
Type 7. GRODNO 
Type 8. LIDA 
Type 9. SLONIM 8 JUNE 1846 
Type 10. BERDICHEV 
Type 11. VILNA No. 10 MARCH 1 c (in red). 
Type 12. G. KOBRIN FEBRUARY 13 1843 
Type 13. VILKOMIR 
Type 14. MINSK 
Type l~. BOBRUISK 
Type 1. GRODNO (Previously illustrated in B.J.R.P. 
Type 17. BREST 

No.17, p.514) 

Type 18 •. UMAN 
Type 19. TELSHI 

1.0MZ.A 
~ A;~~!~!~ 

i'(P£6 

Cl\.OHliMb 
8 1101-IA 1 l't& 

9NPE" 

r. loSPli H'b 
qi &p-4..A'b13 1 , .. J 

1'ff'E. J.2,. 

rPOA.HO 

TIPE7 

£,'&P AR'lEB\, 

'T'fFe.10 

~ 111/J(f)){UPlJ 
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[rPo4HOI 
T'fpe i7 

<j/[eJI., 6!1I U -- -

SURINAME CANCELLED IN DAGE§'TAN. 

The postmark beproduced below is not amongst the rarities though perhaps 
it is not frequently seen. A block of eight Suriname le. stamps (s.G.No.43) of 1890 
has recently been seen with this as the only cancellation, struck several times. 

If the cover originated in Suriname, how come that during the long journey 
( which must have included & ~ one overland stage) to Dagestan the stamps were never 
previously cancelled? As they were not on cover the question JDS¥ never be adequately 
answered as the origin and routing of the cover cannot be lmown. Even so, it is inter
esting to speculate: we recall, for example, that one of the Caspian steamers is reputed 
to have had a Dutch Captain around that time, and there might be a connection there. 

Perhaps some reader could shed some light on this curi~eity ? 
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S.D. TCUJLING/.ll'fllAN 

Q£C£NT ~!NDN~ 
RUSSIA 

I,\{ . 
LEVANT 

It is becoming increasingly clear that the publication of the first parts 
of the work "Stamps .of the Russian l!mpire Used Abroad" has resulted in a marked revival 
of interest in the stamps and cancellations covered. Although the preparation of this 
work had only been made possible by the combined efforts and research of a great 11181V 
members of the BSRP and other specialists of the Russian group, _ and the final printed 
text could be assumed to contain all the information available at the time it went to 
print, there has been a heavy flow of correspondence from readers since Parts I and II 
appeared. Fresh discoveries reported these last few months have been so numerous, and 
at times so important, that it is felt desirable to place the most outstanding among them 
on record in the columns of this Journal, for the benefit of the many collectors now 
actively engaged in studying the subject. 

Almost surprisingly, none of these communications reported the discovery of 
a cancellation from one of the Offices from which no material could be listed in the book: 
MAKARONIA, C~, PORT-LAGOS, DEDEAGACH, GALLIPOLI, SOLINA and many other places in 
Roumania or Bulgaria, mentioned in Part I, still hide their secrets. It can, however, 
now be asserted that a ROPIT A&ency definitely existed at Gallipoli in 1873, and this 

Alli .n. 

f9~1 
'lo~ 

31 3 .. . 
~ I 

,<:5£ & 
,.,c. f FIG. 2. "'G ;s 
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will certainly have u3ed stamps of Russian Levant. This Agency must have closed 
before the turn of the century, or at latest prior to 1909, because the Austri~ agreed 
in this latter year to close their own Post Office~ fo~· the reason that no other foreign 
P.O. operated in the town. 

On the other hand, remarkable progress has neen scored regarding some other 
Offices, on which comparatively little information could be given in Parts I and II: 

1) GALATZ.- Perhaps the most sensational, and certainly the most unexpected, of 
theee fresh finds, is the discovery by Mr.R.S.Blomfield, ·of Knoxville, of a pair of the 
5k. 1872 issue of Russian Levant with a clear cancellation of GALATZ in Roumania, dated 
31 May 78 (see Fig. l on previous page). This looks identical to the type illustrated 
in Part I as Fig. 49, except that the year is given in two figures instead of four. 
Thie pair is of major interest as the first recorded instance of the use of Russian 
adhesives at Galatz; but its importance fran the Postal History point of view is perhaps 
even greater: according to the Russo-Roumanian Postal Agreement of 1867, the Russian 
Consular P.O. of Galatz must have closed in 1868/69, and it must therefore now be 
assumed that, despite the Agreement cited, another Russian Postal Establishment .was 
operating at Galatz· ten years later. It is _poasible that this ROPIT Office was only 
opened af:i:er the outbreak of the 1877/78 war, for the covenience of Russian troops and 
civilians then stationed in Roumania, and that the Roumanian Government tolerated it, as 
a facility to hei;- powerful e.l.ly. A "Second Period" must therefore now be opened for 
the Rus·sian Posto.l. Services at Galatz, under the heading ''ROPIT POST OFFICE". 

In another category of smaller Offices where markings on record were limited 
to some early types, the authors expressed doubts as to whether they remained in operation 
until 1914. In several cases, these doubts have now been dispelled, as follows:-

2) TIREBOLI.- Mr.A.Preaux, of Paris, has notified a cancellation from this port 
in Standard Type "GG" (Fig. 2 on previous page), _on a loose copy of the 10 para/2k. 
Romanov, dated i914, establishing that this P.O. operated to the end. Colour: Violet • 

.Another interesting development in connection with this Office is that a partial 
impression of the large double-oval recorded ·by Dr.Knopf-Goldberg sixty years ago, and 
illustrated in Part II as Fig.106, has recently been secured by Mr. Wm. stephen on a 
loose 7k. 1884 issue of Levant. The existence of this rare marking is thus confirmed, 
and it can now be stated that its colour is black. 

3) ORDU.- Mr.E.G.Peel of Harrow, has supplied ·conclusive evidence that this Office 
also remained open until 1914. The evidence consists of a number of small pieces, fran 
Ottoman Bank correspondence, franked with stamps of the 1910 issue of Russian Levant, 
and cancelled with a date stamp of this port, in a variant ,-Of standard Type "GG" ( see 
Fig. 3), with 1913 dates. All these cancellations are in Violet. 

4) RHODES.- Mr.G.H.Torrey, of Washingtqn, D.C., has submitted a loose copy of the 
20: :para/ 4k. Romanov issue of Levant, with a very clear strike of t .he right half of a 
large double-oval from this port, in standard Type "CC" (see Fig.4), in bright blue. 
Date: 1913. This remarkable item allows us to establish, not only that the Rhodes 
Office was still open in that year, but also that it must have been operating during 
the early 1890's, otherwise it never would have received a canceller in this Standard 
Type, as this was superseded later in the 1890's by various types of double-circles. 
The fa.et that this "CC" oval was still being used at Rhodes more than twenty years later 
is, of course, an indication of the very small volume of correspondence handled at that 
port. 
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5) SINOPE. - In ~he case of this port, +,he only cancellation illustrated in 
Part II was a }JCth. century marking in Standard Type "FF", al though this Office was 
lmown to ha,r2 ::leen in operation since the early period. To this must now be aM.ed 
another date--•stamp in Standard Type "EE", current duri.ng the 1890' s, and recorded in 
Purple on a lOk~ 1890 re••issue -1f Levant (see Fig.5). Earlier types than this should 
also exist, and it is hoped tho.t readers will soon succeed in spotting examples. 

6) TUI.CEA. - As explained in Part I, the very rare cancellation of this port ho.d 
only been recorded so far on two covers franked with 7k. 1879 issue of Levant (Collect
ions Snegireff and Wortman). The first loose stamp to turn up with this most desirable 
cancellation has now been seen by the writer. It consists of a fine copy of the lk. 
18?9 issue of Levant, with a clear strike of the lower part of the marking illustrated 
in Part I as Fig.56, comprising the essential indication "TULCHINSK" in full. This 
stamp was in a collection offered as a single lot at the 44th. Corinphila Auction of 
April/May 1958 (Lot No.5064). The writer made an unsuccessful bid for this lot, which 
appears to have sold at a price well above the estimate given in the auction catalogue. 
Should the successful bidder be a reader of this Journal, his attention is called to 
this elusive cancellation, and it will be appreciated if he would communicate particulars 
of the date appearing on the stamp. 

7) SHIP MARKINGS. - MaIJiY interesting communications have been received regarding 
this important group: the "TRIPOLI OSTERR.LLOYD" single circle in the Wortman collection 
illustrated in Part II as Fig.288, and described as a "shore" marking, has been 
identified by Mr.R.S.Gordon, of Northfield, as an Austrian ship marking, and this view 
has been confirmed by Mr.F.dwin Mueller, the leading authority on Austrian cancellations. 
Mr.Mueller also advises that the "IErTERE .ARRIVATE PER MARE" marking illustrated as 
Fig.287 was in use at the Austrian P.O. of CONSTANTINOPLE for many years. A later 
version of this latter, with the second word spelt 11.ARIVATE", has been notified by 
Mr.K.Jldler on a fine strip of 10 para/2k. 1900 issue of Levant. 

Mr.G.H.Torrey has submitted an example of the llc. Russia, 1889 issue, with an 
Italian ship marking similar to Fig.292, thus confirming the claim made by Dr.Knopf
Goldberg sixty years ago. 

Dr • .A.H.Wortman advises us that several other hitherto unrecorded ship markings 
are in the collection of Sir John Wilson, including a fine "LLOYD AGENZIE KUSTENDJE" 
on a pair of the lOk. Russia, Nov. 1858 issue (Pf.12½). 

It is hoped to include particulars and illustrations of these, and of other 
cancellations from various ports, recently communicated by readers, in the Supplement 
planned to be included in Part V of' the "Used Abroa.ds" book. 

8) RUSSIJ.N ST.AMPS USED IN LEV.ANT OFFICES. - Ordinary Russian stamps with canc
ellations of the Offices of SAMSON, MERSINA, CIIIOS, BEIRUT, and TRIPOLI have now been 
recorded. Most of these consist of lOk. denominations of the Nov.1858 issue 
(Pf.12½-) or the 1865 isaues(Pf.15, no wmk.). A 20k. of the Nov.1858 issue with 
cancellation of TREBIZOND must also be added to the check-list in Part II. 
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C£NSOR ST12JJL£S 
AS CANC£LLATIONS I 

The article by our President on· a 1916 Censor Mark used as a cancellation, 
in Journal No.23, describes an unusual form of"cancellation", whilst Mr.Prilutzski's 
explanation of the procedure completes the story. 

In 1919, covers passed through tho poet in East Galicia with the stamps 
cancelled by censor strike only. Unlike the postcard described by Mr.Baillie, which 
was sent to England, the covers to which I refer were sent to different places in 
Austria and Hungary and are found with the following markings:-

"Censored Kolomya" in two lines inside a rectangle, used at Kolomya. 

"Checked ~star) Dolina" in one line, used at Dolina. 

"Military Censor stanislaw" used nt Stanislaw. 

The strikes are in Russion and Ukrainion (for Stanislnw) and in each case 
are on Austrian stamps. 

R.P.KNIGHTON. 

(Some of our overseas members have derided the explanation of Mr.Bnillie's 
postcard given in our last number. We have a number of similar covers, and many of 
our members have examples. They are addressed to commercial firms as well as to 
prisoner of war nid societies, and no doubt the absence of the usual town cancellations 
on them is accidental and the occurence of censor cachets actually over the stamps 
is fortuitous. However, the postcard Mr.Baillie described did come from a British 
Consul ., we thought it just possible that it came to England by diplomatic bag, 
and we did not therefore feel justified in exercising the editorial veto. - Fd.) 

WARNING 

Dr.Seichter has informed me that quite a number of Ukraine stamps of the rare 
Special Issues (formerly lmown as Locals) have recently come out of Russia apparently 
bearing the guarantee stamp of the Russian Philatelic llgency. While I personally 
have only seen photographs of some of these stamps, it is clear that many of them are 
not from the same handstemps as those hitherto known. Exactly what the status of these 
stamps is has not yet been determined. 

C.W.ROBERTS. 
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MISSENT 
A St. Petawbu1'l 
lnstrud:ionAL P&tmar){_, 

This mark, MAL DIRIGE, (no accent visible on the "E") is the first of its 
kind we have seen. It is struck in pale blue on a Persian stationery postcard, 
together with a ST.Petersburg postmark in the same shade of blue. This is of the 
single circular type with split date 7.VI.1899 with a figure "2" on either side, but 
as it is incompletely struck, the usual EKSPED. with the number of the Ekspeditsiya is 
missing. 

The postcard is from KHOI in the north-western corner of Persia and is 
addressed to K6nigsberg i/Pr. It was therefore missent to st.Petersburg instead of 
its correct destination K6nigsberg. The word GERMANIYA in Russian script has been 
written at the top, and there is a postmark of the st.Petersburg Ekspeditsiya which 
sent the postcard to K6nigsberg, struck in violet-black. It is of the double circular 
type with vertical parallel lines PD either side of the date tablet, which reads 
"2 7.VI.99 211 and with 115 EKSP." below. 

The F.di t~ would like to hear of any otb.er Rueeian missent marks. 

r 

S 1)eh,rsburi-
:t. PETIWG'ltAD --

---- --· _______ L£NINGl2AD _______ _ 
-----------------------__ ...,... _____ ..,.. ____ _ 

On looking through a batch of st.Petersburg, Petrograd and Leningrad covers, 
we were rather intrigued to find some which bore both St.Petersburg and Petrograd 
postmarks on the same cover and another with both Petrograd and Leningrad. It was not 
easy to find correct dates for the two changes of name, so we asked Mr.B.St.G.Drennan's 
help, and he kindly searched the files of "The Times". 

He found that on 2nd. Sept. 1914 there was a dispatch headed "Pm'ROGRAD 
(S'r.PETERSBURG) SEPT. 111 and followed by: "By Imperial order the city o'f St. 
Petersburg will henceforth be known as Petrograd" - Reuter. 

The issue of 29th.January 1924 of "The Times" contained an article from its 
Riga correspondent on Lenin's funeral dated "Riga, Jan.28th." in the course of which he 
said "Petrograd has been renamed Leningrad". 

We may therefore note that: 
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PETROGRAD dates from 1st. September 1914 

and LENINGRAD from 28th.Januar;y 1924 

A St.Petersburg postmark was_ ·:still being used _ in the middle of December 
1914, as is shown by a cover to the Deutscher HtUf sverein, Stockholm. starting from 
Odessa registered, with stamps cancelled 11.12.14, it _received~ st.Petersburg postmark 
o'f' 15.12.14, lst.Ek:sped. and a Petrograd. 16.12.l4, .. Sc~. of., the 6th.Eksped. in red. 
The same postmark appears again in red with the date 4.1.15 and there is also an oval 
censor mark PETROGRADSKAYA VOYENNAYA TSENZURA in red. It would seem that the censor
ing was done in the 6th.Ekspeditsiya (despatch office) and there was a hold up of 19 
days. Both the red Petrograd. postmarks have a letter 'a' beneath the date tablet; 
no doubt this is serial letter 'a' and the first hand.stamp for this office with the 
name Petrograd.. 

The earliest Petrograd. postmark we have seen able to find is unfortunately 
not on cover, but it appears on a Romanov 2k. adhesive stamp and reads "Petrograd. 
10.11.14 a 20 a". Here as we lmow from registered covers, the "20" refers to the 
Postal Division and the "a" is the serial number of the hand.stamp. 

The St.Petersburg postmark used in December and quoted above was not an 
isolated instance of the use of an out-of-date hand.stamp. other covers have been 
seen; for instance, one from Viatka to the same organisation in Stockholm has a 
St.Petersburg transit mark dated 19.11.14. 

A St.Petersburg registration label was used on a cover with Petrograd 
28.1.15 cancellation and a Petrograd War Censor red sealing-wax seal. The earliest 
use of such a seal which we have is on a cover from MIKHAILOVSKOE in the Irkutsk dist
rict with a St.Petersburg transit mark of 22.9.14. This then is the earliest use 
of the word PETROGRAD among our covers, but we are sure that some reader will find 
earlier dates. So far as we lmow, the name st.Peterf!burg was never used on a Censor 
Cachet, label or wax seal. On the earliest censored cover -from St.Petersbur~ in-our 
collection (see Mr.John Barry's article on Censor Covers p~604 B.J.R.P. No.20) the 
town name is not used at all in the censor cachet, just "OPENED BY WAR CENSOR" and 
the censor's initials. The cancellation i-s st.Petersburg 18 Aug. 1914. 

Abreviations of the words St.Petersburg and Petrograd were also used in 
postmarks to denote the GUBERNYA (county or province) and we have a GATCHINA S.P.B. 
of 15. 2. 16 on a cover with Petrograd censor cachets. On the other hand, a few 
days earlier a cover has TSARSKOE SELO PETROG. 31.1.16. 

The only cover we have . found giving any information on the subject of the 
change from PETROGRAD to LENINGRAD is addressed to London; and bears a 20k. Lenin 
mourning stamp imperf. sealing the flap. The cancellation is PEI'ROGRAD 25.2.24, 
there is a further postmark of the 1st. Ekspeditsiya of 26th.February and a 
LENINGRAD of the 1st. Ekspeditsiya, 26.2.24. No doubt someone will be able to give 
an earlier date. 
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AM612ICAN 
SAMOVA~6 ·. 

Dll. GRfGORY .B. SALISiuit_y 

·-

. Summer heat is upon us. One remembers Caucasus, similar heat, the inviting 
coolness of our cherry orchard, and the wooden besedka in its midst filled with fatlier's 
officer friends playing·"proferans" while drinking unbelievable amounts of hissing 
brew out of the huge samovar. Colonel Kuliabko would invariably win, then bark 
11Grisbenka, another towel and more tchai !" Well ••• here's more tchai from the old 
Samovar! 

"Confucius say specialist like squirrel with hollow tree - can't fill, but 
mst try •••• l!lnpty space in stamp album like hurting tooth - needs filling, but will 
cost like 10,000 devils. Hurt when empty, fogotten when filled". Chinese tea for 
samovar inspired this one, and we must add that dentist's fee is generally forgotten 
too! 

The philatelic desk is cluttered with Russian Easter cards, gay and 
picturesque, from emigres all over the world. They are .scattered over some journals 
and among these we note "Collectors' Club Philatelist" March 1958 issue which has a 
fine article "Russian Levant" by Paul P.Lindenberg of New York. It was our pleasure 
to correspond with him and to meet him at the last Joint Meeting. He is an excellent 
philatelist, and hie article on Russian Egyptian Postal co-operation in the Levant is 
worth reading. There is a good illustration of a cover from Odessa to Mytilene, om 
the Aegean Sea, featuring a fascinating array of postmarks. Copies of this journal 
may be obtained from Collectors Club Inc., 22 East 35th. street, New York 16, N.Y. 

We have before us the 1958 Price List of Philatelic Literature (price ~0.50, 
F.F.Billig, 168-39 Highland Ave., Jamaica 32, N.Y.) and it gives all an opportunity to 
fill up shelves of their libraries with fine Billig Handbooks and catalogues, covering 
our field, allied fields and other phases of p}dlately, including scarce and rare items 
which seldom if ever come up for sale on the market. · We see a complete run of the 
Polonus Bulletin (Chicago) 1 - 132, a wonderful set of bulletins, richly illustrated 
which contain o. lot of information about the Imperial Russian Postal system in Poland 
and philatelic material .of the .Russian period as well as the postal issues of Poland 
itself. It is amazing how much useful mnterial may be obtained from publications of 
allied groups, such as this one, or of China groups, such as "The Great Wall", the 
Journal of Chinese Philately and 11The China Clipper", which carr . .y articles on 
Manchuria, Mbngolia, Sinkiang, Tannu Touva, Russian P.0.'s in China, etc. There is a 
"st.Petersburger und Moscauer stadtpost" by Hollstede-Scbmidt, 40p. illustr., a Chuchin 
1925 English edition of Russian Rural Postage stamps, also Zemstvo books by C.Schmidt 
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StarJ.ey Gibbons and Lagerloef, and Ascher' s Postal Stationery. Samovar must smile at 
the listing of Rossica No.51 as Russia No.l Handbook, article by Salisbury. This 
reminds us that this Rossica and Salisbury combination won not--only a Silver Medal at 
BEPHILA 1957, but one at EFIC0N Argentill:8, 1958. According to Charlotte Downs, our 
member and Editor of ST.AMPS, Rossica Journal was the only U.S. Journcl to win at this 
International Exhibition. This bit of news and a fine ·. book "Inside Russia" by John 
Gunther sent by this wcnderful lady served as a delightful birthday present. A further 
perusal of the list reveals ROlileko's 1927 catalogue of the Russian Empire and Baltics, 
Forbin's Revenue Catalogue, Russisch Turkischer Krieg 1877-8 by Glasewald, Der Krimkrieg 
1854-56 by the same author, Lissli:lik' s two books, Mongolia and Revolutionary Stamps of 
Russia 1920-22, as well as sets of the Russian-American Philatelist, B.J.R.P., and of 
the Journal of the Rossica Society of Russian Philately. Lack of space prohibits a 
full coverage of the list. 

A recent 'Weekly Philatelic Gossip' magazine lies nearby with a fine write 
up about your Samovar. As our Quakers say in Philadelphia, "Thanks Brother Weiss!" 
'Western stamp Collector' April 26, in an article by K.Blom, "News from Scandinavia" 
writes about the Copenhagen-Moscow Jet Flight, "Due to the publishing in this paper of a 
~rst Flight cover to Moscow on Dec.6th •. 1957, I got quite a number of requests for such 
covers. I found a source of supply in Sweden, and got 100. · Many of these are gone, 
but I sti.11 have a number .for disposali they are 40 cents each, plus 12 cents postage 
(K.Blom, 3 Nerievej, Hellerup, Denmark}. They bear the·postmark of Copenhagen Airport 
as departure on Dec. 6th. and are (on the front also) "backstamped" Moskva 7.1.58. 
Besides, the Russian people have provided the covers with a special cachet: 

AER0FLOT 
First Jet-Flight 

Copenhagen 

Moscow 

TU-104 

At the bottom is some Russian text which I can't decipher." Of the SAS 
first flights more information follows, but these are to Indonesia. 

Mention of Sweden reminds us of a letter received to-day from A.Chebotkevich, 
President of Rossica Society, who informs us that a philatelic meeting was held in 
Moscow recently, attended by 1,500, who elected a president and a governing body and laid 
plans for a philatelic magazine. This is good news for we may soon get much needed 
inside philatelic information on past and recent issues. 

George Sloane writing in the April 19 STAMPS, "Caspary Sales Now Exceed 
$2,500,000" discusses Russian items which were recently sold. "Russia. The unique set 
mint in blocks of 1858 issue, l0k., 20k., and 30k., (Scott Nos. 2, 3, and 4) and in 
excellent condition, j!{4,250. Russian Offices in Turkey, 1865, 2k. brown and blue (No.2) 
a single, a pair, and a horizontal strip of three, all tied to a piece, a rarity from 
the famed Faberge collection, i1,600. Same stamp, a vertical pair, tied to cover, -950. 11 

Speaking of auctions, we must mention the H.B.Zeitlin catalogue of May 5 
1958 in which we see an illustration and a listing of a fine Kiauchau German Colony 
cover showing Kiauchau Nos.11, 14 in combination with four Russian Offices in China, No. 
6 pair. Reg. cover backstamped. Est. fJ27 ,50. · 
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Dr. Paul Jembclloujin of N. Y., and expert and dealer in Russian stamps, 
sent to-day a beaufiful pair of coloured historical postcards, one-carrying a 35k. 
Romanov, and the other a 70k. Romanov, both cancelled at CHERNIATYN, POD., one 
showing Prince Pejarsky and his staff before Moscow, whilst the other shows Minin, in 
Nijni-Novogorod, pleading for valuables as sacrifices in order to save the city from 
the invaders. Curiously both leaders look alike, have long flowing hair and a full 
long beard, and both look like our recent patient, Archbishop Dmitri, head of the 
Russian Church of New Jersey and Pennsylvania. His Eminence the other day blessed us 
in spite of receiving some martyrdom during a dental treatment! 

A fine birthday present just arrived from John Barry, the Sage of Sutton, 
who surprised us by an amazing array of covers bearing dot and numeral cancellations 
on Russia Noe. 2, 5, 24 and 38, as well as on others, all featur~ scarce numbers of 
towns. There was also a cover with revenue stamps showing 5 kop.{2) 20 kop. and 75 
kop. cancelled at MOSOLOVO, RIAZ. 13.2.18, sent to Matveev-Kurgan, Don, 23. 2.18. 

We also received a fine letter from Basil Drennan of LorJdon, who describes 
a North Pole cover in hie possession. It shows a helicopter over the polar camp,' 
with the AVIAPOCHTA/ AIR MAIL/PAR AVION at top loft, and "Drifting Station, North Pole" 
in Russian below the picture. It bears the two special.4' overprinted stamps, lR., 
and 2R. and is addressed, typed in Russian, to: Moskva, 200, Snolenskaya-5ennaya pl., 
32/:~4, v/o "Mezhdunarodnaya Kniga". It has a framed "Zakaznoe" in violet and the 
stamps are cancelled 19 12 55 15 with 11CCCP11 over the star at top and "North Pole - 511 

in Russian below. The back:stamp MOSKVA C-3 1-200 is dated -5 I 56 17. So the cover 
took 17 days to Moscow! 

We cannot end the ramblings and the hissings of the Samovar without sticking 
our hand into the philatelic trash-box. We pull out a newspaper NOVOE RUSSKOE SLOVO 
(we get plenty of teasing about this Russian newspaper, published in N.Y. for its first 
name, in Russian, is "HOBOE" and people think that I subscribe to a HOBO or tramp paper!) 
Recently we received a clipping from it, from Art Shields, of Hollywood, and translated 
it for him. The article aroused quite a bit of ·comment and as it aff'ects us, we 
should pass the information to our members. It contains "News of Soviet Geography" 
and comments on the various changes of.Russian towns, promptod byarious political moves 
within the country. We shall not quote any words that go with the alterations for we 
are firm a.bout keeping philately out of politics. Here is .the substance that we do 
~= -

Imperial 

Lugansk_ 
Batalpashinsk 

(North Caucasus) 
Orenburg 
Berdiansk 
Sviatoi Krest 

(North Caucasus) 
Nikolsk-Ussuriski 

(Far East) 
Al.chevskoe . 
Stavropol 
Vladika.vkaz 
Elista 

(Norjh Caucasus) 

First Soviet Change Present or Second Soviet Change 

Voroshilovgrad 
Sulimov 

(early '30's) 
Chkalov 

Lugansk 
1937 Ejovo-Cherkask Cherkask. 

Osipenko 
Prikumsk Buddienovsk 

Orenburg 
Osipenko 
Prikumslc 

Voroshilov 

Voroshilovska 
Voroshilovsk 
Ordzhonikidze 
Stepnoi 
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Ussuriisk 

Voroshilovska 
Stavropol 

Dzuudjikay Ordzhonikidze 
Elista 



Imperial First Soviet Change 

Mikoyan-Shakbar 

Present or Second Soviet Change 

Klukhori Karachaevsk 

During all of these changes the Railroad stations kept old names at1.ch_ as 
Batalpashinsk, Orenburg, Perm (Molotov)., Mariupol ( Zhdanov). However, when Stavropol 
was changed to Voroshilovsk so was the railroad station:; now that it is stavropol, 
station is Voroshilovsk ! 

There will be plenty of excitement in Philly when Dr.Wortman, our Ea.itor of 
BJRP, arrives in July ! This crusty old Samovar will get all brightened up for the 
occasion, and there · shall be plenty of gossipy brew and a lot of noise to greet the 
visitor. Needless to state, the following issue of the Journal will carry all th~ 
details. Uutil then, we merely sey ''Da Svidanya" or "Until our next meeting". 

1 ... 
OBITUA~Y 

WILLIAM L. BAILLIE C.B.E. 

It is with regret that we have to record the sudden death, at the age of 
sixty-five, of William L.Baillie, the father of our President; he died on 16th. April 
1958. 

From 1917 to 1957 Mr.Baillie was a Civil Servant, initially in the War Office 
and transferring to the Ministry of Supply when it was formed early in the 1939/ 45 
War. He was by training a chemist, special'ising in glasses, rubbers and oils, and was 
appointed a full Fellow of the (now Royal) Institute of Chemistry at. an early age. • 
After working in this field for a while, he became increasingly concerned· with staffing 
and administration matters for "pure scientists" in that Ministry. He retired with 
the rank of Director, having received the C.B.E. shortly beforehand. 

His interest in stamp collecting commenced when his son started the usual 
schoolboy album, and in recent years he .started forming his own collection. This 
collection was of stamps he liked, condition and interest being of imp~ance rather 
than rarity. The Russian collection was still being planned at the time of his 
death, but some portions such as Wrangel subtypes and the Soviet pictorials were well 
advanced, their purpose being to highlight the diversity of the Russian field. 

Mr.Baillie's article on the "Goss" sale, which appears elsewhere in this 
Journal, was his first article for us, am we regret that there will be no more - it 
was in draft form when he died and it has been completed for him. 

In addition to being a member of B.S.R.P. and of the Ministry of Supply club 
Mr.Baillie was also a Vice President of the Eltham Philatelic Society. 
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llEC£NT 

SOCIETY .DISPLAYS 

-On 15th. March 1958, Mr.C.W.Roberts showed his collection of Podolia, 
perhaps one of the finest in existence to-dB¥• For lack of time only, a few sheets 
of the well known Type IA were shown, but practically every other type was well 
represented. In his opening remarks Mr.Roberts pointed out that while Ukraine had 
more major rarities - items of which less than six copies are known - than any other 
country, more than half of them came from Podolia. 

The wide range of postmarks, some from small villages, were greatly appre
ciated, as also were the numerous covers. Among the outstanding items shown were:-

Type IB. Imperf. 5k. and 50k. used. ~. Perf. 3. 50R. unused. 
Type 3A. Perf. 15k. used. Type 4. Perf. lk., 5k.(inv.) and 35k.(double) all used. 
Ty:pe 5A. 5k. Imp. and perf. used and unused. Type 5B. Perf. 3k. unused. 
Type 6A. Imp. lR. used. Perf. 5k. used. Type 6B. Perf. 20k. unused, LOk., 10/7k. 
and 3.50R. used. Type 7. Imp. 3k. unused. Perf. 4k. unused., 7k. and 25k. used. 
Type 8A. Perf. 15k. unused, lOk., 20/14k. and lOR. used. Type 8B. Perf. 7k. and 
20k. unused; 2k., '7k., and 3.50R. used. Type 80. Imp. 50k. µnused. Perf. 20k. and 
70k. unused, 20k. and 50k. used. Type en~ Imp. 3k. and 5k. used! Perf._25k. and 35k. 
used• rer 9A.- Imp. 15k. used. Perf. 5k. (double) , 25k. and 70k. unused. 10/7k. , 
50k. (double -and . lOR. _used. Type 9AA. Imp. lk. and 3k. used. Perf. 10k. and .3.50R. 
used. 

Type lOA. Perr. 25k. unused. '7k., 25k., and 3.50R. used, also three copies 
of 25k. used on Money Transfer card. Type lOB. Imp. lk. unused. · lR. used. Perf. 
3k., '7k., 10/7k. used. Type lOBB. Perf. 3k., 35k., 5R. and lOR. used. Type llB. 
Perf. 25k. used. Type llBB. Imp. 3k. used and unused .. Perf. 7k. and 15k. unused. 
Type 12B. Imp. lk. unused. Perf. 20k. unused, lOk. used. Type 13A. Imp. lR. used. 
Type 13AA. Imp. 50k. used and unused. Type 13C. Imp. 3k. unused. Perf. 3k. and 7k. 
unused, 25k. used. Type 14A. Perf. lk., lOk., 50k. and 3.50R. used, also the lOk. 
and 3.50R. used on covers. Type 14B. Imp. ?R. used. Perf. 2k., 5k., and 15k. used 
also strip of five 20/14k. used on piece, and a block of five '7k. used on cover. 
Type 15A. Perf. 25k. unused. Type 15AA. Imp. 3k. unused, 3k. and 5k. used. Perf. 
2k. used. Type 15B. Perf. lk. unused, 15k. and 70k. used.· Type 16A. Imp. lk. used 
and unused. Perf. 5k., ?k., and 10/'7k. used. Type 16B. Imp. lR. used. Perf. 35k. 
used and unused. Type 16C. Imp. 3k. used. Perf". 70k. unused. Type 16D. Perf. 
10/7k., 15k. and 70k. used. 

Of the rare mixed types, there was a used strip of three of the 3k. imp., one 
copy being type 15AA and two, type lB. There was also a block of six of the 70k. 
perf. , three stamps showing type 13BB and three type 5A. l1. block of four of the 20k. 
was also shown, one stamp overprinted with type lB and three with type BB. 
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At the meeting on 31st. May 1958, Mr.John Barry gave a display of Campaign 
and War Censored 6overs. 

The first section of thirty campaign covers, covered the Russo-Japanese War 
of 1904/1905. Cancellations of ~den am. Harbin Railway P.O. were shewn :md others 
from infantry, artillery, sapper and hospital units, most of them with army cachets. 
Also items from the 1st. , 2nd. , 10th., and 17th·. Army Corps, besides Chief and Reserve 

·P.O.'s, and T.P.O. cancellations, 154 Vladivostock - Kharbarovsk, and 264 Vladivostoclc 
- Harbin were shown. 

Then followed a section covering the Belgian Armoured Car Division in Russia 
1914-1918 (see Journal No.21) and others of the same period. Intervention covers 
1919-1920 included two from the British Military Mission in South Russia; one, to 
London being franked with an English penny stamp and duly censored by the Military. 
other B.M.M. covers were from Archangel 8lld Tiflis, and there was also one from the 
U.S. Army unit in Siberia. Perhaps the most uncommon was one from inside the Soviet 
lines. It carried a 10 Rouble Control (provisional) stamp, was registered from 
Semenovka 3rd. August 1920, and addressed to a member of the Soviet 224th. infantry 
regiment. It bears a receipt mark "GLAV. POL. POCHT. KONT. V' RZHEV, 25. 8.20" = 
"Chief Field Post Office in Rzhev". There were also F.P.O. covers and postcards 
used in Russia 1942 to 1945. 

The censored covers, 1914-1918, covered fairly comprehensively the whole of 
Russia from .Archangel to Odessa, and Warsaw to Vladivostoclc, several from Prisoner-of
War camps bore early dates from October 7th. 1914. One was from a German P.O.W. 
in Viatka to the Red Cross in Stoclcholm. It was despatched 8th. december 1914 and 
arrived at Stoclcholm on the 28th. It had evidently been overlooked there for the 
sender's letter was still inside when the envelope was opened and mounted in 1954, 
forty years later! 

STAMPfX 1958 
Dt.splay-.s bJ memberu- of ].S. Q.. P. 

I,. 

.... 

Three _of our members gave displays by invitation at tho stampex Exhibition 
held in London from 15th. to 22nd. March 1958. 

Mr.M.A.Bojanowicz showed mainly WARSAW town cancellations and POLISH RAILWAY 
and T.P.O. cancellations on the Polish stamp of 1860. The numeral "l" in sqaares, and 
BW, DP, and DT in circles as woll as the concentric circles with a stop in the centre 
used to cancel the stamp with the numeral EKSPEDYCYA POCZT w WAGONIE mark elsewhere on 
the cover were all shown. There was also a good display of the very rare Russian 
type dots hexagonal 12, 14, and 16, all on Poland No. 1. 

1m. example of the stamp with the extra oval line in the centre was included, 
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and a few forgeries. There were seventeen covers in all, including postal stationery. 

Mr.J~"les Negus showed COVERS FROM MONGvLIA. . Twenty-~one covers r.3presented 
all periods of Mongolia from the First Issue in 1924 to date, and one was a pre
independence cover from the Chinese P.O. in Urga, 14.2.19. 

Kotable items were the 5c. of the 1926 Provisionals with black overprint 
double. The Second Issue on cover (1926) was .cancelled with the Ulangom box type, 
with manuscript date, 2.V.27; the Third Issue (a pair of 25 mung of 1926-27) was 
cancelled with the scarce Ulanlaom circular type, 3.6.29. The 1930 and 1931 (Ulan 
Bator) Provisionals used on cover were nice items and a later cover (Ulan Bator, 
5.9.32) showed a circular censor marking in Russian and Chinese "State Frontier Police 
Detachment Manchukuo - Examined". Both covers chosen to represent the 1932 Pictorial 
Issue had Soviet Transit Marks, one of Chita and one of Vladivostok. The final 
cover (postmarked 19?8) was notable in showing a scarce coumercial usage of a 1932 
high value (5 tuhrik), together with five copies of a 3 tuhrik "uncatalogued" stamp 
with a multicoloured portrait of Lenin. The display was throughout annotated 
according to the exhibitor's own classification of Mongolian postmarks. 

Dr.A.H.Wortman•s displa;y consisted of the lOk. imperf'. of 1858 on and off 
cover, arranged according to his classification of cancellations described in the 
last number of the BJRP, and including a cover with the Warsm, "l" in concentric 
rings cancellation, the stamp having been previously used. 

Other covers in the displa;y included dots 503 Uzhim, Tobolsk Gub., on 
lOk. perf. wmk l; dots 13 Yekaterinodar 'ln lOk. straight label and 5k. ,registered; 
Poti-Kerch-Odessa ship of 1874, combination 30k. perf. 12½ and Greek 801 Taganrog to 
Syra; 7k. numeral type Levant cancelled ROPIT TULCHINSK ARENTSTVO 9.x.81 addressed to 
Aleppo; dots 783 Beirut to Jaffa; Latakia rhomboid of dots to Alexandria; the Mont 
Athas postcard illustrated as Outstanding Cover in BJRP No.22; Pekin, Kalgan and Urga 
double ovals with posthoI'I)S; a Kiakhta telegram forwarded by post with 7k. grey and 
carmine; Kuldzha 1898; a Boxer Port Arthur from the Cruiser ''Dmitri Bonskoi"; a 
registered F.P.O. No.13 from Yinkow, 1903 and both types of the Tabriz Russian Consulate 

.cancellation. 

The three displa;ys evoked admiring comments from dealers as well as collectors 
and we saw one young Chinese bending to the right and the left while reading the add
resses on the Chinese and Mongolian covers. 

Criticism of the 1955 Soviet Catalogue. 

A correspondent, whose contacts are authoritative, warns me that too much 
reliance should not be placed on the varieties mentioned in the 1955 Soviet Catalogue. 
Apparently, the 1948 edition was in the hands of a competent philatelist, but later 
editions {1953, 1955) were entrusted to newcomers who were not too meticulous in the 
compilation. Some conspicuous varieties of perforation and printing have been 
omitted and others inexplicably introduced. I understand that a new edition is due 
for publication in 1958. 

Jrunes Negus 
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I A.ND Q,U fQlfS 
Our Society was the ·second of the Study Circles to be formed, and though its 

title was changed in 1946, it remained a Study Circle. That was the intention, but 
has it in fact been carried out? With our increasing membership it unfortunately 
became impossible to circularize "Notes and Queries" and so it was transferred to 
the Journal. It is true that there have not been many queries, though there has been 
some ·improvement latterly, but members should take a much more active interest in 
replying. A large proportion of our members could contribute something to at least 
some of these requests for information, but very very few ever trouble to do so. 
Why? I have been in charge of this section·for over ten years and I must confess 
I 8111 profoundly disappointed. 

It is true that individual members have done a great deal of valuable 
research, but surely much more could have been done if only we pooled our resources. 
I would be very glad to have a:ny constructive proposals. · 

I have received the following replies to earlier queries;-

Tiflis Roulette Covers. One member reports having had five or six at various times 
two of which _were appaently used by the general public (i.e. not Major Darlow) and 
only had the normal amount ·of postage. We await .further particulars. 

Colour Changelings. As so many members must have some of these the response is very 
poor. No further copies of S.G.558J have been reported, nor has there been a:ny 
explanation. Changelings of S.G.551 have been sent to me, ·and a member in Switzerland 
kindly reports S.G.427 (14k. olilre green) and S.G.542 (2k. emerald or yellow green) and 
to a lesser extent S.G.558F (lOk. deep blue) all of which have changed to buff', or 
even rosy buff or rose. He suggests that as these changes most frequently occur when 
the stamps have been stuok on the laps of the envelope, it is probably due to chemical 
action by the gum by which the envelope is held together. Has anyone any other 
explanation? 

Zemstvo Coats of Arms. A member in Yenezuela kindly offered to supply details of 
Coats of .Arms of various l.emstvos (Page 687) and the member enquiring has been put in 
touch with him. 

1915-1917 Currency stamps. Information is requested about the forgeries and how 
they mey be distinguished. (Many years ago a dealer showed us some of these with 
the words BANKR.UTA MONETOI or Bankrupt Money on the reverse instead of the usual 
SEREBRIANOI MONETOI or Silver Money. They were said to have been produced by the 
Germans for propaganda purposes. We have been looking for these ever since, but have 
never seen any. It would seem that they were prepared but perhaps never issued. 
- F.d.) . . 
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Belrian Mi1:i;tery Post. A-member reports possession of a 
card fren'..:,,f wi-t:h two lR. stamps ( one green, the other dark 
blue or black) inscribed ROSSISKAYA IMTERIY.\ along top and 
bottom with PO'roHTOVAYA MARKA at the sides, arms of Russia 
and head of Nicholas in a circle. It was sent to a Reading 
address, and postmarked ''Postes Mill taires", ''Belgi.e Leger
posterij II together with the cachet reproduced herewith, 

.and date, possibly 16 Feb. 1915. The card is headed 
"Correspondence Des .Armees de la Republique" and the 
correspondence is in French. Does anyone know arJiYthing 
about the stamps or the occasion of their use? 

Persian Post stamps. These stamps ere illustrated 
below. The following values ere known, all imperforate. 

l shai violet 
2 shai brown 
3 shai green 
4 shai slate green 

10 shai 
12 shai 
l kbr. 
2 khr. 

blue 
yellow 
slate 
light green 

5 khr. blue 
10 kbr. orange red. 

....... ' -

" IJ4 : ._ 

: -~ 
~ 

~--♦--~] 

Is this the complete set? Information is sought as to the use and history 
of this issue. 

Oriental Surcharge and Star. This overprint, which is illustrated above (right) 
is reported on the five rouble values.. It is suigested it is in Sart and reads 100 
sum. Does anyone know miything about this issue ? 

Siberian Postmark. Ust-Charishskaia Pristan Tomek Gov. (6.8.1908). Pristan means 
landing stage or harbour. 

Azerbaijan. 1919 Pictorial Issue. Information is sought regarding a surcharge of 
79R. on the 5R. and lOll. and aiso of lOOR. on the 25R. and 50R. values. 
It is heavily printed in shiny red ink in a horizontally placed rect
angle with the value above the word ROUBLES. Illustrated her~th. 

1909-12. Wove Paper. Perf .ll·f. Copies of the lk. and 5k. occur some-

?5., 
P»&JIEN 

times with this perf. and seem always to be mint. These are relatively well known 
but a member has some copies of the lR. perf. 11½, also mint, which is evidently a 
new value. In order to determine whether these perf .11½ values are genuine or false 
it is necessary to know of used copies, preferably on cover. Would members please 
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check their copie,;; and report any- information which would be helpful in deciding the 
status of these stamps. 

Hammer and~:i¥le Overprint. With regard to the query on page 687 (no.22 Journal, 
August 1957) regarding the 15ko stamp o:f 1922, overprinted with Hammer and Sickle, 
which has been re-en.:,~aved, I am advised by Dr.Conste.ntine de Stackelberg of 
Washington, u.s.A. that he possesses the top right pane o:f .the 200R. overprinted on 
the 15k. value, imper:f. , the tenth stamp of which is larger than the others and sticks 
out to the right as compared with the·other stamps. Thanks to this information we 
are n('lw able to sa:y that this re-engraved stamp is No.20 on the sheet. 

St.Petersburg To~m Post Cancellation. Mr.Freyman (of South Africa) sent for inspection 
a letter card addressed tn Hanover with cancellation of St.Petersburg Town Post No. 
XI, Type 2, dated 17 May 1902. 

C.W.ROBERTS. 

(Replies and further Notes or Queries for this column should be sent to;
Mr.C.W.Roberts, Sllepton House, Sllepton Beauchamp, Ilminster, Somerset). 

B.S.R.P. PUBLICATIONS 

The following publications are still available. 
remittance, should be forwarded to the appropriate address. 

Orders, accompanied by 
All are Postage Free. 

J.H.Reynolds. "Special Catalogue rif the Postage Stamps of Russia" Part I. Imperial 
Section. Prmce 15/- (i2.15) from Mr.J.H.Reynolds, l Emmanuel Road, Cambridge. 

S.D.Tchilinghirian and P.T.Ashford. "The Postage Stamps of .Armenia". Parts I ('The 
Framc."<i Monograms') and II ( 'The Unframed HP Monograms') Price 7/6d. each Part 
($1.15), whilst Part III ( 1The Im Surcharges') is Price 20/- (~3.00). Available 
from MR.P.T.Ashford, 20 Ba;y'ham Road, Knowle, Bristol 4. 

S.D.Tchilinghirian and W.S.E.Stephen. "Stamps of the Russian Empire Used Abroad". 
Part I ( 1 Constantinople, Danubian Principalities, Bulgaria and Roumelia 1 ) , 

Part II ( 'The Black Sea and Aegean Ports1 Syria, Palestine, Egypt, 6rete, and 
Ship Mail in the Levant 1 ) , and Part III qn1b. July 1958) ( 1 Persia, Bukhara, 
Khiva and Sinkiang•). Price 30/- (~.50) each Part, from Mr.W.S.E.Stephen, 
94 High Street, Aberlour, Banffshire, Scotland. 

C.W.Roberts. "The Trident Issues of the Ukraine". Part III ( 'Kharkov, Yekater
inoslav t Pol tava 1 ) , Part IV ( 'Podolia. and Postal Stationery 1 ) and Part V ( 1 Special 
Issues'J available Price 12/6d. (i2.oo) from Mr.C.W.Roberts, Sllepton House, 
Sllepton Beauchamp, Ilminster, Somerset. Parts I and II are now out of print. 

British Journal of Russian Philately. Copies of issues from No.11 onwards are 
obtainable from Mr.John Barry, 77a St.James' Road, Sutton, Surrey. 
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. , , 
TJ./£ rJtiST /.J.C. GOSS SAL£. 

0~ RUSSIA 
IJTJl.-20T/.I. FEB/lJJAR.Y 1958 
" W.L . .BAILL/£ 

The Auctioneers described this as "probably the most remarkable collection 
of Russia ever to be formed. started over 25 years ago, at a time when few collectors 
took interest in Postal History, Mr.Goss proved himself a pioneer by his.search for 
and inclusion of any material which threw light on the history of Russian philately". 
This description is no overstatement of the character of this very important collection 
the first part of which was auctioned by Robson Lowe Ltd. in London, earlier this 
year. 

An 80 page catalogue was issued, which is a valuable work of reference, 
and makes fascinating reading; it was accompanied by a coloured. supplement (also in the 
best Robson Lowe tradition) which the kimness of Mr.Robson Lowe enabled B.S.R.P. to 
supply to each member recently, enclosed in the list of realisations and entitled 
"Report on Russia". 

In all, the sale covered 849 lots (including 372a) containing some 30,000 
stamps and covers, about hal~ of these being accounted for by 20 large lots. Many 
figures could be quoted to describe the scale of operations, but the following may 
serve to give some idea: 

Lot 651 was the biggest single lot, consisting of 7,150 cancellations; valuation 
£250, realisation £300. 

Lot 609 was by far the most expensive single lot, consisting of 758 die proofs, 
etc., of the Romanov issue, mainly from the Tear's private collection; valuation 
£2,500, realisation £2,250. 

Lot 621 was nominally the cheapest lot per stamp, a total of 996 used Romanovs 
being valued at a mere 70/-. 

Lot 633 was in fact the cheapest lot, 82 used 1914/15 War Charities valued at 
50/- realising only 25/- ( this I know because I had the temerity to be successful at 
that figure). 
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Everyone- agreed that the Goss collection was of outstanding _importance, 
C(')ntainjng man.v rare and yaluable items and some which are unique. But there were 
some who doubted whether the market could absorb it and whettu· the valuations wculd 
be realised or even approached. They pointed out that such material has a limited 
appeal, that there had been important Russian sales in the preceding months, and that 
the present economic climate hardly appeared propitious. OE the other hand, such 
material would undoubtedly attract buyers from .· abroad as well as from home, in which 
event competition might after all be keen, as the auctioneers evidently believed. 

Having heard both points of view, it seemed that the only way to determine 
the outcomo was to attend. And bidding was in fact keen, the buyers from abroad 
having on the whole the best f\f the bidding. Mr.Lowe has stated that, ve-ry approx
imately, about 50% of lots wont abroad, about 25% went to postal bids and 25% to 
"native" bidders. 

Surveying the realisations in terms of Robson Lowe's valuations it i~ . 
interesting to note, that, over all, the valuations were extremely close to the demand, 
There were, however, some groups which proved particularly popular and where the bidding 
was particularly vigourous; these included the f'ollowing;-

Lot 801. Poland. Russia 1858, 10 kop. imp. pair with "Radomsk c.d.s." 

Lot 802. Poland. Russia 1858, 10 kop. imp. on cover with "Plock c.d.s." 

1858, 10 kop. imperf. - over 100 lots. 

1858, 10 kop. proofs. 

Wend.en. 

Early pre-adhesive covers. 

The groups where valuations proved rather on the high side included; 

Postal statione-ry. 

Proofs and essays (other than 1858 and later rouble types). 

The second part of' the "Goss" sale will be held on 19th. November, and 
material valued at least at £10,000 is expected to be offered. 

In conclusion, we would like to thank Mr.Robson Lowe for his kindness in 
supplying copies of his "Report" to all members, and also in assisting in providing 
data for this article, which he has personally checked. 
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SPECIAL CANCELLATIONS AND 
STAMPS OF n.1£ SIXTtl ALL - · 
WORLD FESTIVAL OF youru 
AND STUDENTS, MOSCOW 1957. 

PA~T2 

JAM£$ N£(jUS ANC> ])R..DENYSJ. VOAD£N 

We would like to add some information to that r.·ven in the article which 
appeared in the last Journal (B.J.R.P. No.23, pp.746-747. 

Cancellations 

Type 1A Cancellation 
This has been noted struck twice in red on an unaddessed envelope, franked 

25 kop. The date is 30.7.57 - 16 hr. 'rhere is a break opposite "VI" in the outer 
frame, rather than a dent, but there are numerous breaks elsewhere, so that these mey 
be faulty strikes. There is a large break in the frame of the date tablet below 
'57' which appears on both strikes. The most notable thing is that there are no 
flanking numerals to the date tablet. 

Type 2 Cancellation 
Pr&sumably as a souvenir of the Philatelic Exhibition, two large multi

coloured posters (about 45 x 33 cm.) advertising the "Central Philatelic Office" have 
been turned over, 25 current Soviet stamps affixed to their plain backs, and each one 
cancelled in black with the Type 2 postmark. The same selection of stamps appears on 
both although in slightly different arrangements. The cancellation is dated 30.7.57 
- 11 hr. The strikes are very clear and show up the numerous breaks in the design of 
this large cancellation. 

Type 2A Cancellation 
As we have Type 2 in red, this might be designated Type 2A, by analogy to 

land lA. The example we have is on an illustrated postcard, franked with the 40 kop. 
Philatelic Exhibition stamp, and dated 8.8.57 - 11 hr. No other postmarks appear on 
the card, the only other marking being the normal ''Mezhdunarodnoe" cachet. This sugg
ests that Type 2A is, in fact, a postmark, not a cachet. 

Stollberg (Sammler-Express, No.19/1957 s.306) states that five special red 
and black postmarks were issued for the Festival. 
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Stamps 

The special stamps for the Festival and the accompaeying Philatelic Exhibition 
were issued over the space of several months. Because of this, at the time of writing 
(!larch 1958), the Gibbons Catalogue Supplements had still not caught up and th~ 20 kop. 
hnd not then been listed. None of the imperforate varieties has been listed either, 
and it is unlikely that ony will be. It might be useful, · therefore, to give a 
conspectus of the total output: 

~ 

2080 

2081 
2051a 

2082 
2052 

2083 

2102 
2103 
2104 

2105 

10 kop. 

20 kop. 

25 kop. 
40 kop. 

40 kop. 
60 kop. 

1 R. 

40 kop. 
40 kop. 
1 R. 

1 R. 

Festival Publicity 

Youths with banner 
ditto. imperf. 

Sculptor and statue of mother and child 
ditto. imperf. 

Youths with banner 
Dove and festival emblem 

ditto. imperf. 
Dancers · 
Dove and festival emblem 

ditto. imperf. 
Emblem and fireworks over Moscow University 

ditto. imperf. 

B. Views of Moscow 

Black and brown-purple 
Black and plum 
Black and ultramarine 

ditto. imperf. 
Black and orange-red 

Kremlin 
stadium 
Bolshoi Theatre 

Moscow University 

c. International Philatelic Exhibition 

2106 40 kop. Turquoise-blue Lenin.Library 
ditto. imperf. 

Miniature Sheet 

Issued 

27 Mey 1957 

?28 July 1957 

27 May 1957 
? 

27 May 1957 
3 March 1957 

27 May 1957 

27 July 1957 
do. 
do. 

do. 

27 July 1957 

2 x 40 kop. blue, imperf., inscriptions in blue against a green background. 

A great deal of interest attaches to these stamps and, in particular, to the 
imperforates, which do not seem to have been very freely available. The quantities 
issued are uncertain. 

Series A. The Festival Publicity set is said to have had an edition of 15,000 
imperforate copies only, with probably less for the 10 kop. It was 

distributed gratis to members of the jury judging the exhibits at the Philatelic 
Exhibition; a few hundred copies (but excluding the 10 kop.) were later placed on sale 
at the G.P.O. Moscow. Russian collectors were paying 60 roubles for the complete set 
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J.a,;;t year and -the marke'; was described as 'tight'. - An examination of the perforate 
and imperforate- stam_ps euggests that the imperfs. were a separate printing: the shades 
differ and a slightiy tougher paper seems to have been used. 

Series B. The Views of Moscow set produced one surprise item - the lR. Bolshoi 
Theatre turned up with one sheet imperforate. There were 72 stamps in the 

sheet, so that on the face of it this should be a scarce item. The Moscow market 
price was 50 roubles a pair. Our enthusiasm for this stamp was a little dampened, 
however, by noting that it had the hallmarks of a separate printing: the imperforate 
was a lighter shade of ultrE1JDarine and the gum was paler than in.the normally issued 
perforate copies. (N.B. See Footnote on this page) 

Series c, The P.lilatelic Exhibition has been well described by Dr.M.Mochi (see 
· Philatelic Magazine, vol.65 (20 Sept.1957),.~.659), and the same author. _ 

has described the Chinese and Korean exhibits in detail {Journal of Chinese Philately 
vol.5 (Nov.1957), pp.41-42). An invaluable outcome of the Exhibition - the appearance 
of hitherto unlmown Tuvan items - is also the subject of some notes by Dr.Mochi and 
these are to be published in the Rossica Journal. 

The Exhibition was declared an International one by the Federation 
I:ri.ternationale de Philatelie, and again two interesting items were produced. The 
normally issued commemorative was a single 40 kop. in turquoise-blue showing the Lenin 
Library, scene of the Exhibition. However, 15,000 imperforate copies were also 
produced and these could be bought by persons specially invited to the opening day, to 
the limit of two each. (The jury, of course, received their copies, and some were 
later sold at the Moscow G.P.0.) The description of the Type 4 cancellation 
evidently showed the enterprise of someone who used up his ration of two imperfs. on a 
cover. 

The miniature sheet is not of very inspired design and consists of two 
copies of the 40 ko:p. Exhibition stamp printed in blue (i.e. in a different shade from 
the separate stamps), disposed either side of the Festival emblem, with the inscriptions 
translating to "International Philatelic Exhibition, Moscow 1957". The background 
is of bluef~liage on a green ground. There are no perforations and the· sheet is 
gummed. The size is 14.4 x 10 cm. Only 5,000 are reported to have been issued 
and they were selling for 10 to 12 roubles in Moscow last year. 

Stollberg (loc.cit.) stated that five special series with eighteen 
different stamps, a special sheet, and six imperforate variants of the standard stamps, 
were issued. 

Footnote to second para. - 21.6.58. A reliable correspondent in Moscow just reports 
on two recent imperforates - the lr. blue, Views of Moscow (for the Festival), and the 
60k. Industrial Exhibition. The stamps were manufactured by an official of Gosniak, 
who sold them at a premiWll. He has been caught and the police are calling on his 
customers to confiscate the stamps and destroy them. In spite of this irregularity 
the stamps were printed at the State Printing Office and some have been used in the 
mails. A cover is known, for example, bearing two copies of the lr. blue imperf. 
with the Centennial cancellation. This was offered for sale at l0Or. (say £5). 
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Sovietskie Pochtovie Marki Edited by I.I.Dai.kb.ea-, and published Moscow"l.957 • . 
This little book of 100 pageEI WM iscued at the time of the Festival, and is E!'!idently 
a simple desc:..:-::.r,Uon of RsFSR and USSR issues. It was completely up to date at the 
time of publication, since the Festival stamps themselves are described and illustrated. 
There is no specialized information in it. 

stationery 

stollberg (loc.cit.) reports that sixteen official envelopes and twenty five 
different picture postcards were issued to commemorate the Festival and Exhibition, 
as well ·as numerous unofficial envelopes and cards. 

The unaddressed envelope described under the Type U cancellation notes 
measures 1:,.7 x 9 cm. and has an elaborate printed cachet in black in the top left 
corner, showing the Festival emblem arising flowerlike in front of a building. The 
words "VI Festival' Moskva" appear in Russian at the base of the design. It is 
rumoured that the normally issued envelopes had the cachet in blue; the black print is 
said to be a "proof"'. 

An illustrated postcard (Type 2A notes) has on its front a large dove, 
holding aloft the Festival emblem. A continuous string of' small flags of all nations, 
all in the proper colours, surrounds the dove to form a rough figure 116". The words 
''For peace and friemship. Moskva 1957. Festival" appear in Russian in strategic parts 
of the design. The reverse of the card shows a small Festival emblem in black at the 
top left, am there are the \1SUB.l details of its printing history, often found on 
Soviet·stationery. From these data it mey be gathered that 300,000 of these cards were 
printed in Leningrad in 1956; the selling price was 20k. apiece. 

A stationery envelope showed the 40k. definitive stamp (s.G.1558) and 
travelled to England. At the left is the Festival device as Cancellation 2, with the 
lobes coloured light blue• green, brown, orange and yellow, and the centre dark blue. 
Around this are doves in flight. 

An envelope bearing the red cancellation 1A is decorated front and back 
with floral designs in red, green, blue and brown. On the bavk is the Festival device 
in black, a flaming torch, am the flag of the USSR. 

An envelope to commemorate the opening of the International Philatelic 
Exhibition has been mentioned above (Cancellation 4). It gives the date of the event 
as July 29, and bears a picture of what is possibly one of the pavilions of the All
Union Agricultural Exhibition. 

Another pictorial envelope bore two 40 kop. imperforate stamps but no 
comemorative inscription. It showed the USSR flag with fifteen republic flags and 
bore the slogan "Slava Sovetskoi Derzhave" ( "Glory to the Soviet State"). It was 
apparently posted from the Central Sports Stadium in the south of the city as besides 
the Type 1A cancellation it bore a small cir~lar postmark reading "28 7 57 S/Moskva 
G-'Z77 Tsentr. Stadion" and it was backstamped "Zh/'Moskva Ye-ll_". 

Messrs. I.L.G.Baillie, J.Barry, and H.C.Raindle are thanked for making 
material and information available for the compilation of these notes. 
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AddU:ion.aL ~~~.ns of fue, 
Moscow J:'utwat f 1957 

· J.'PoselL-

In the last issue of the B.J.R.P. (No.23), Dr.D.J.Voaden described some of 
the special cancellations used during the sixth All-World Festival of Youth and 
students held in Moscow in 1957.- I ·have recently examined a special presentation 
folder which was sent to Mr.George Blizil, chairman of the International Relations 
Committee of the .American Philatelic Society. This album contains six imperforate 
stamps issued for the Festival and eight different cancellations, some of which are not 
described and listed in Dr.Voaden's article. These are as follows: 

Type 2. (Dr.Voaden). This cancellation exists in black and in red. 

'TYPE.7 TYPE 6 

Type 3. (Dr.Voaden). This cancellation was not illustrated and I talce the 
liberty of doing so here. (See illustration reproduced above) 

Type 5. This is a rectangular cancellation measuring 47 x 29½- mm. and is 
inscribed ''VI All-Wprld Festival of Youth and Students Moscow" around 
the four sides. In the centre is a globe containing a sealed 
envelope and above it are the initials CCCP. A banner around the 
globe reads "Vstretcha Filatelistov" or ''Meeting of Philatelists" 
and to the upper left and right of this are the dates 2 VIII 1957 
and 3 VIII 1957. This cancellation is in black. (See illustration 
above). 
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Type 6. is a cancellation· in red si..m:i lar to Type 2. .. I.t..is .-80llleidlat smaller 
being 36 nm. in diameter ins'tead of 40 mm. The five-rayed dea±gn 
is .placed at the bottom above which is the date box and above this 
the Soviet star and emblem (slightly larger than Type 2) and the 
letters CCCP. The insc1·i:;:,tion is similar to · that of the other 
cancellations i.e~ ''VI All-World Festival of Youth end students 
Moscow 1957". {See illustration on the previous page). 

Type 7. is a cancellation in red similar to Type 1. 
The sizes of the two circles are the same 
and the inscription around the border is 
the same except that at the top the letters 
CCCP and a five-pointed star are inserted. 
The inner circle contains the date box 
dated 2-8-57. Above this are the words 
"Koster Drujhbi" which can be translated 
as "Campfire Friendship" and below it is 
a three petaled design which might be 
flames of fire. {See illustration of 
Type 7, aside) 

-2£5 

~~ 
~ • .4fOCKI~ ---
T'JP£ '1 

These are probably all the various ·cancellations which were employed for this 
Festival. The folder also contains the names and autographs of the officers, organisers, 
directots and the foreign philatelic jury of the Festival. These are I.I.Pastykhov, 
USSR, President; F.Bura, Poland, Secretary; H.Valli, Finland; M.Verner, Yugoslavia; 
D.Dileti, Italy; K.Kenig, Holland; P.Chen Shen, China; L.Shrenk, Hungary. 
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I BaJ~ R£\Jt£WS 
sr.AMPS OF THE RUSSIAN EMPIRE USED ABROAD. 
Bukhara and IQrl.va, Sin-Kiang). 
by S.D.Tchilinghirian and w.s.E.Stephen. 

PART THREE. 

Published by the British Society of Russian Philately. 

(Persia, The Khanates of 

Obtainable from Mr.W.S.E.stephen, 94 High Street, Aberlour, Banffshire, Scotland. 
Price: 30/-; (u.s. and Canada; ~.50.) Postage free. 
96 pages, size a¾" x 5¼11

, printed in 8-point size type on coated paper, with an attractive 
card binding. Illustrations in half-tone and line. 

Largely as a result of the keen activity of collectors in writing up the~ 
researches over recent years, both in book and article form, Russian philately appears 
to have become quite fashionable, and judging from the size and scale of recent Auction 
operations, interest gathers momentum all the time. 

Equally true is it to say that out of all the many contributions recently 
made to our lmowledge of Russian stamps and postal history, this series on 'Stamps of 
the Russian Empire Used Abroad' stands out as the most important and far reaching. 
These books will jostle with Prigara, Schmidt, and Von Bochmann for first place on our 
shelf of specially important literature, and I congratulate our friends Mr.S.D.Tchiling
hirian and Mrt.W.S.E.stephen on the production of a major work deserving the highest 
commendation. 

Before considering this third part in more detail, I should like to stress 
an aspect of all three volumes which specially enthralls me. The title seys the books 
are about Russian stamps used abroad; this seems to me to be as brilliant an under
statement as of any I can think. What is so important is that the parts together fom 
a veritable encyclopaedia of Russian postal history. The authors have cast their net 
widely and generously, and have caught postmarks of inumerable species, shapes and 
sizes, on a multitude of Imperial stamps, all of which are illustrated, labelled, 
priced and generally written up. Apart, therefore, from the more 'recognised' types 
of Used Abroad cancellations, we find that .many ship, harbour, mailcoach, courier post 
and field post cancellations are illustrated and discussed as well. Even some of the 
Levant stamps, Azerbaijan overprints, and so on, come in for mention, and interesting 
theories are advanced about them, and if all this were not enough, background history 
and geography are liberally added beneath each caption - replete with excellently 
drawn maps. 

Part III, which has just appeared, carries the story on through Persia, 
Bukhara and Khiva, and into_Sin-Kiang. To this writer, and doubtless also to many 
readers, these places conjure up a sort of bazaarish romanticism, occasioned probably 
by their very remoteness, and in large measure to the treatment accorded to -gh.em by 
generations of novelists. Consequently the collection of stamps and postal items 
coming from these out-of-the-wey places is particularly intriguing and affords the 
greatest pleasure. As might be expected, and this is underlined by the priced 
catalogue of stamps showing these cancellations provided by the authors, material is 
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scarce. Nevertheless, it is hoped that this elusiveness will not seriously deter 
collectors from pursuing this kind of material, which even now can occasionally be 
found by the alert philatelist, though the odds a.re rapidly lengthening as the sifting 
and dragging of stocks steadily goes on. 

The use of Russian stamps in Persia is fully discussed and evidence of 
Russian Consular and Imperial Post Offices in Teheran, Ardebil, Khoi, Maku and Gumbad
i-Kabuz is recorded for the first time. Examples of cancellations from these offices 
must be exceptionally rare. A further enlightening series of captions deal with Ship 
postmarks on the Caspian Sea. Mr.Tchilinghirian wrote two articles for the Society's 
Journal on this subject some years ago, and it is a revelation to see how the authors 
have now advanced upon their earlier knowledge. Twenty two different cancellations 
are here illustrated from at least five shipping companies. 

A PAIR OF THE lk. ROONOV ISSUE USED 1 CHARDZHUI BUKHAR. VL.' (VIZ. 
CHARJUY, BUKHARAN POSSESS! ONS) 

A partic!llarly valuable chapter deals with the Khanate of Bukhara, and it is 
interesting that covers originating even from this town are considered to be very 
scarce. As loose stamps with Bukhara cancellations are acknowledged to be among the 
commonest of all Russian 'Used Abroad.a' this scarcity seems inexplicable. The history 
of the Post Office in Bukhara is traced comprehensively and well, though this reviewer 
feels a pang.of regret that space considerations prevented a lengthier reference to 
the bogus issue recorded by Melville in his "Phantom Philately" as allegedly emanating 
from there in the 'eighties. It makes a pretty story, and as perhaps a little more 
can now be added, it might be worth putting it all on record in the Journal. An all 
too brief reference to special local stamps of a "Bukharan Mounted-Post" in 1923 also 
calls for further details. 

Postal Wagon fans will find the caption dealing with the Transcaspian Railway 
to their lildng, the main types of cancellations in use being illustrated and discussed. 
The background history of the line is also n useful piece of reference. 

Cancellations from the Khanate of Khiva are evidently as scarce as the 
Bukharan ones are common, judging from the information elicited from the appropriate 
chapter. Indeed, the authors say they have yet to record a 'KHIVA' cancellation of 
a:ny period. However, this is more than made up for by the illustration of four types 
of postmark from NOVI! URGENCH, a town in the Khanate situated not far away. 

Altogether twenty three pages are devoted to the important subject of Russian 
P.O.' s in Sin-Kiang, which are listed as Kuldja, Chuguchak, Kashgar, as well as 
Consular P.O.' s at Urumchi, and (probably) Kuchengtse and Hami. Apart from 
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comprehensive descriptions of tae cancellation~ and history of e~ch ~f~ice; there are 
a number of excellent half-tone illustration~ showing rare covers. Many collectors, 
Bspecially tn: .. '. ever growing body whos:, i.nterests centre on Chinese philately. will 
find this portion of the book a valuable reference. · 

To z·lngle out any item for special reference is very difficult, for -l;his 
voh.r:1e more than maintains the terrifically high standard set by the authors in the 
previous two parts. My heart bleeds for authors whose destiey it is to follow the 
Tchilinghirian-stephen team with publications. Still, it is not for us here to 
sympathise with other writers, but to pinpoint the fact that Part.III makes 
fascinating reading for any philatelist, whether he be dyed-in-the-wool BSRP or 
strictly Home and Colonial. 

P.T.Ashford. 

STAMPS OF THE RUSb'IAN D!PIRE USED ABROAD PART IV 

by S.D.Tchilinghirian and w.s.E.stephen 

Part IV of this work will be published early in January 1959, and will 
consist of 96 pages, with 6 maps and 120 illustrations of cancellations. It will 
cover the following sections: 

URY.ANKHAI, MONGOLIA, 
CHINA PROPER, 

THE LYAOTUNG LEASEHOLD. 

The published price will be 30/- (.34.50 for U.S. and Canada), applicable to 
all prders received after the date of publication. 

This Part IV is now offered to all Members who wish to subscribe to it in 
advance of publication, at the specially reduced subscription price of 21/- post free 
(~3.00 for U.S. and Canada), applicable to all prepaid orders received prior to 31st. 
December 1958. 

Orders for Part IV, with remittance, should be sent to: 
Mr.W.S.E.Stephen, 94 High Street, Aberlour, Banf:fshire, Scotland. 

Readers are also informed that a number of requests have been received by the 
authors for a special printing of the cancellations illustrated in Parts I to V of this 
work. These cancellations, estimated to reach a total of ea. 650 when Part Vis 
completed, would be printed on one side only of the paper, for cutting out and pasting 
on album leaves, writing up collections, etc. Such a special printing could be made 
if there was enough demand for it, and readers interested are requested to advise 
Mr.Stephen when ordering Part IV, and to let him know whether they would require one 
or more sets. This special printing would only be ordered if the demand is high 
enough to allow to sell the 48-leaf set containing all the cancellations at a prive 
no higher than 15/-. There would be no text nor cover, and the paper used would be 
the same coated quality used for the book. 
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UKRAINE FIELD POSI' ARTICLE, PART ONE. (Published in Journal No. 23) 

For collectors interested, sets of the illustrations showing the sub-types of this 
iscue are available from Mr.W.E.C.Kethro, 17 Edgecumbe Road, Redland, Bristol 6, 
price l/6d. per set (post free). · · 
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MAP OF ZEMSTVO'S 

ISSUING STAMPS & 

POSTAL STATIONERY 

The identification of the numbers is 
given in the list on pages 759 and 760 
of No.24 of The British Journal of 
Russian Philately. 

The Zemstvo's are identified 
alphabetically within each Provincial 
GoveJ."lUnent~ 11s follows: 

also 

1 - 3 BESSARABIA 
4 - 5 CHERNIGOV 
6 - 8 TERRITORY OF DON COSSACKS 
9 - 15 KHARKOV 
16 - 19 KAZAN 
20 - 25 KHERSON 
26 - 27 KOSTROMA 
28 - 31 KURSK 
32 - 36 MOSCOW 
37 - 39 NIZHNI-NOVGOROD 
40 - 49 NOVGOROD 
50 - 51 OLONETS 
52 - 54 OREL 
55 - 57 PENZA 
58 - 69 PERM 
70 - 81 POLTAVA 
82 - 87 PSKOV 
88 - 95 RYAZAN 
96 - 101 S.AMARA 
102 - 105 ST.PETERSBURG 
106 - 111 SARATOV 
112 -113 SIMBIRSK 

114 - 116 SMOLENSK 
117 - 121 T.AMBOV 
122 - 125 TAVRIDA 
126 - 131 TVER 
132 - 135 TULA 
136 OF.A 
137 - 143 VI.ATKA 
144 VLADIMIR 
145 - 152 VOLOGDA 
153 - 157 VORONEZH 
158 - 163 YEKATERINOSLAV 
164 LIVONIA (Wenden) 
165 KURSK(Fatezh-Stationery only) 
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